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The European Union and the conditions under which imported goods are produced

“Human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights are the values on which the European Union is founded. Embedded in the Treaty on European Union, they have been reinforced by the Charter of Fundamental Rights. Countries seeking to join the EU must respect human rights, and so must countries which have concluded trade and other agreements with it”.

This phrase, taken from the website of the European Union (EU), emphasises the importance the EU attaches to human rights, not only for and within member states but also in countries with which it conducts trade. These rights are supposed to be ‘universal and indivisible’. Yet, as it turns out, human rights within the EU are not the same as those outside. For European companies there is no legal constraint on importing goods which have been produced in a way which would be considered as violations of fundamental labour rights within the EU, such as child labour and forced labour. The only reason why a company would not want to import such goods is the risk of public condemnation and perhaps the moral responsibility of its board of executives.

The recent collapse of a clothing factory in Dhaka, the capital city of Bangladesh, shows how relevant the problem regarding the exploitation of labour in many emerging economies is. More than a thousand people died in a catastrophe which has been dubbed the ‘terror of capitalism’; market forces made entrepreneurs, producing for mainly western companies, move their businesses into poorly constructed factories to reduce prices. As a consequence, not only did these workers have to endure low wages and severe working hours; many of them lost their lives in this struggle for survival. In this particular factory in Bangladesh, working conditions resembled forced labour conditions; ‘our production manager slapped a few of us who argued that it was not safe to be there’, a 15 year old factory worker reported.

---

3 Sadia, Tahmina Akhter, “They slapped us if we argued. We wiped our tears and went to work’: The
The international community responded with an outcry of despair, yet it is unclear whether this despair was directed at the working conditions in Asian sweatshops or rather an attempt to silence its own consciousness. Primark, one of the retailers that were supplied by this particular factory, announced that it would support the affected families with emergency aid and ‘long-term aid for children who lost their families as well as financial aid for those injured’. Disney realised that their image of happy children playing with Mickey Mouse toys in the United States did not correspond very well with the exploited workers in Asia producing them and decided to stop its production in Bangladesh altogether. Many major companies were quick to announce that they would sign an agreement in which they promised to finally make sure that labour rights would be respected. In a press release, the European Union, by far the biggest trading partner of Bangladesh, said it considered ‘appropriate action’. This appropriate action, however, turned out to consist of threatening with limiting trade preferences for Bangladesh (‘to incentivise responsible management of supply chains’) and urging European companies to follow the UN guidelines on conducting responsible business.

Meanwhile, accusations of Western companies using child labour and forced labour and committing other violations of basic labour rights fill the newspapers on a frequent basis. Simultaneously, some companies do seem to take up the issue with more

---

commitment. The German manufacturer of sports gear Adidas has recently introduced a system which allows its employees to file complaints and ask questions about their working conditions. The service is supposed to ‘bridge the communication gap between management and workers’ by allowing workers to ‘simply send an SMS when they feel their rights are breached’. In this way, the increased availability of technological devices to a large number of people could provide a relatively easy way to signal labour rights violations.

Recently, the European Parliament has taken up the task of pointing out the responsibilities of the European Union in the field of child labour. It discussed a report prepared by the NGO ‘Stop Child Labour – School is the best place to work’. In the report, the NGO has collected twelve recommendations to the EU for ending the imports of products produced by children. Most of them concern pressure on the country where the abuse takes place and pressure on the companies with a legal base in the EU. The EU is recommended to implement a so-called Child Labour Hotline monitoring usage of child labour. Furthermore the EU is urged to ‘set up programmes eradicating child labour in the supply-chain of EU-based companies’. Companies should be obliged to report on signals of child labour in their supply-chain and EU-based companies which have used child labourers should be prosecuted. Legally, however, it is very difficult to impose binding measures on companies producing clothes outside the EU’s jurisdiction.

Therefore, the aim of the thesis is to find out whether it is possible for the European Union to impose a prohibition on the imports of goods which are produced in ways which can be considered as violations of fundamental labour rights even when taking general labour conditions in developing countries into account. The main emphasis will

---

12 Oonk, 2008, 11.
be on the legal possibilities to impose this prohibition, although practical issues will receive significant attention as well. The focus will be on two particular aspects of labour exploitation: child labour and forced labour. The reason why the research is limited to these two aspects of labour exploitation is that, as will be argued elaborately in chapter one of the thesis, there is a significant body of international law prohibiting these practices. Furthermore a prohibition on these particular violations of international labour is more enforceable than for example the right to collective bargaining or the right to assembly.\textsuperscript{13} The goods produced with child labour and forced labour will sometimes be referred to as ‘unfairly produced goods’, ‘unfair goods’, ‘goods produced with labour exploitation’ and similar terminology. In this thesis, this terminology does not refer to other forms of labour exploitation.

A classical risk when imposing conditions on companies producing and importing goods is that they can settle outside the jurisdiction of the EU and consequently avoid any legal obligations imposed by the EU. Hence, an EU-prohibition targeted at the imports of unfairly produced goods, as opposed to the companies importing them, has the advantage that it circumvents the risk that companies settle outside the EU to avoid strict regulations. The law would target the products that enter the EU, and not the company which imports them, as a result of which the legal location of the company is less relevant.

In research on the regulations concerning the imports of goods, the rules of the World Trade Organization (WTO) on trade will necessarily have to be taken into account. Even if there would be sufficient political will within the EU to impose restrictions on the imports of unfair products, it might turn out to be impossible under current WTO regulations. As the WTO is widely known as a neo-liberal organisation strongly committed to the promotion of free trade, it is not unthinkable that this organisation does not allow for restrictions on trade based on working conditions. Although for some organisations this has been a reason to argue for the elimination of the WTO altogether\textsuperscript{14}, this thesis takes the framework of trade rules under WTO law as the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Hepple, 2005, 60.
\item Alternatives International - Declaration of the Social Movements Assembly (29-03-2013) on
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
context within which a realistic solution of trade-related problems should be found. Therefore it has to be established that the restrictions will be imposed as a consequence of a violation of human rights, and not in disguise of protectionist measures benefiting European producers.

The most important global actor when it comes to labour regulations is the International Labour Organization (ILO), a specialised agency of the United Nations (UN). Since currently all but eleven members of the UN (all of them being micro-states) are member to the ILO, their legislation, including the formulation of the four core labour standards, is highly relevant. The European Union, as an inter-governmental organisation, is not a member of the ILO but has cooperated with the ILO since the establishment of the European Economic Community in 1958. The obligations which the EU may or may not have towards the ILO therefore deserve closer scrutiny.

The thesis will commence with a detailed outline of the political-legal framework regarding the human rights obligations of the European Union under international law. Is there an obligation for the EU to prevent unfairly produced goods from entering the European market? The chapter is split up in three main sections. The first section will introduce and explain the most important concepts and define them for usage in this thesis. The second section will discuss human rights obligations of non-state actors in general. Under international law, treaties are usually signed by State Parties. Recently the topic of what exactly the obligations of non-state actors such as International Organisations, trans-national companies and multilateral development banks are has received an increase in scholarly attention. Necessarily the concept of customary international law will be discussed as well, since this is often the only body of law which can be applied to non-state actors. In the third section, taking the findings of the second section into account, the question will be addressed what the human rights obligations of the EU under international human rights law are, if there are any at all. After a theoretical discussion on the question how exactly the obligations of the Member States of the EU relate and potentially conflict with the competencies and obligations of the EU itself as a legal entity, an outline of the most relevant international

treaties which are applicable to the EU will demonstrate that the EU does have responsibilities under international human rights law.

Chapter two discusses the ways in which international trade interacts with human rights obligations. The most important question to be addressed in this chapter is whether it is legally possible to restrict trade to protect human rights. The WTO, as the most important regulator of world trade, will be analysed in detail, in particular regarding its interaction with the EU and the ILO. Does trade liberalisation potentially lead to human rights violations? How are problems related to human rights violations addressed by the WTO? Is it possible to guarantee respect for human rights in trade agreements? The incorporation of a so-called social clause in WTO agreements will be discussed: the idea that trade obligations under WTO rules can be made conditional upon respect for labour rights. The chapter includes a discussion on the trade sanctions imposed by the EU against the military regime in Myanmar. Since these sanctions were not challenged by the WTO they have created an important precedent on restricting trade to enforce respect for human rights.

In the third chapter two practical approaches to addressing the question how the EU can prevent imports of goods produced with child labour and forced labour will be discussed. The first of these is the draft United States Decent Working Conditions and Fair Competition Act (DWCFCA). This Act addressed the similar problems as addressed in this thesis. The Act aimed at prohibiting imports, exports and sales of so-called sweatshop labour goods. The Act never became law since it did not receive sufficient support in the United States Congress. Nevertheless, its contents can be used to explore the ways in which the EU can put a prohibition on imports of unfairly produced goods into law. The second example is the EU Timber Regulation, prohibiting the imports, exports and sales of illegally logged wood. The legislation can serve as a blueprint for labour rights legislation. The most important aspect of the EU Timber Regulation is its duality; together with making illegally logged wood in the country of origin illegal in the EU as well, it foresees for the establishment of a control mechanism which requires companies trading in timber to prove that it has been logged according
to the laws of the country of harvest. Without this proof, the timber cannot enter the EU.
Chapter 1: Legal framework

1.1 Terminology

This thesis asks why it is possible that products which have been produced under circumstances which according to international standards are considered violations of fundamental human rights can be legally imported into the European Union. This practice is known as social dumping; ‘the production and commercialisation of products whose international price is lower than the price resulting from the costs of production that the exporting country would bear should it abide by fundamental social rights and core labour standards’.\(^{15}\) In other words, producers lower their costs, and parallel to that, their labour standards, as far as is necessary to be competitive on the international markets.

The thesis will focus on the use of child labour and forced labour. The definitions of these concepts have been taken from the ILO. The concept of child labour consists out of two aspects: what is a child, and what constitutes child labour. The UN defines a child as ‘every human being below the age of eighteen years unless, under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier’.\(^{16}\) So, it depends on national legislation to define who exactly is a child. Generally, any work below the age of twelve is considered harmful, with light work allowed for twelve to fifteen year olds and non-hazardous work for fifteen to eighteen year olds.\(^{17}\)

Child labour is defined as ‘work that deprives children of their childhood, their potential and their dignity, and that is harmful to physical and mental development’. Furthermore, it is work that interferes with their education, by either preventing them from attending school, or forcing them to leave school before finishing it, or forcing children to combine school with heavy physical or mental work.\(^{18}\) It is important to

\(^{15}\) Bonavita, 2011, p. 242.
\(^{17}\) ILO, 2004, p. 17.
\(^{18}\) Ibidem, p. 16-17.
distinguish children in employment from child labour; children in employment do not suffer from the negative characteristics described above.\textsuperscript{19}

Child labour is a widespread phenomenon. In 2008, globally 215.569.000 children in the age between 5 and 17 years had to perform labour which fits the definition set out above.\textsuperscript{20} In numbers, the most children perform labour in Asia and the Pacific, although the relative number is far higher in sub-Saharan Africa.\textsuperscript{21} Not surprisingly, ‘child labour is a symptom of poverty’.\textsuperscript{22} Although popular opinion in many Western countries pictures child labour as children working long days in dirty factories, the actual situation is not as simplistic as that. Most children do not work in the manufacturing industry but in agriculture. Edmonds and Pavcnik found that ‘agriculture is the dominant sector of employment’ in nearly every of the countries under scrutiny.\textsuperscript{23} Yet, 25 percent of employed children perform ‘market work’, i.e. work which potentially involves international trade. Globally, 60 percent of children performs labour in agriculture, 25.6 percent in services, 7 percent in industry and 7.5 percent is not defined.\textsuperscript{24}

Forced labour, according to the ILO, refers to ‘all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily’.\textsuperscript{25} It is important to clarify that the main component of the concept of forced labour is not the character of the work performed but the conditions under which this is done so. The main aspects of forced labour are therefore the involuntary character of the work combined with the threat of a penalty in the case of refusal. In the Reitmayer v Austria case \cite{1995}, the European Commission of Human Rights, part of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), redefined it as work which ‘must be either unjust or oppressive, or must itself constitute an avoidable

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[20] Ibidem, p. 9.
\item[21] Ibidem.
\item[22] Edmonds and Pavcnik, 2005, p. 200.
\item[23] Ibidem, p. 203.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
hardship’, as such making the character of the work important as well.26

The problem of forced labour is severe. In a recent study, the ILO has estimated that in the past ten years, over twenty million persons had to perform forced labour at any given period during that time.27 Out of these, 22 percent are the victim of sexual exploitation, 68 percent have to perform labour in the private economy and 10 percent have to perform forced labour imposed by the state.28 By far the highest number of forced labourers is to be found in Asia and the Pacific, although per 1000 inhabitants, the number is highest in Central and South-Eastern Europe.29

There are no reliable statistics on how many people have to perform forced labour in sectors that are suitable for exports. However, there are sources indicating that it is a serious problem; an article on the website of the EUObserver, for example, stated that ‘the bulk of Uzbekistan’s cotton, which is picked using forced labour, is exported and ends up in European shops’.30 In 2008, undercover journalists ‘exposed forced labour and appalling living conditions in a Nike supply factory in Malaysia’.31

1.2 Human rights obligations of non-state actors

What exactly are the human rights obligations of non-state actors and of international organisations specifically? Are there any at all? If so, how can non-state actors be hold accountable to them? If a party subjugates itself to a treaty of any kind, it means that it accepts that it can be hold accountable for any violation of the contents of that treaty. From this could be logically deducted that an entity which is not a party to a treaty cannot be hold accountable for human rights violations. In a way, there cannot even be

28 Ibidem.
29 Ibidem, p. 15-16.
spoken of a violation, as there is no treaty to be violated. States are the principle parties to most treaties, making them and agents acting on behalf of them accountable. This includes human rights treaties. The question how to identify relevant international human rights law applicable to non-state actors is ‘of major significance’. Examples of non-state actors are corporations, international organizations, multilateral development banks, multinational peace-keeping operations and even individuals, such as those in non-state armed forces.

Currently it has been widely accepted that non-state actors do have human rights obligations, even when they are not party to human rights treaties. Thinking about human rights in this way, rather than in the traditional way of seeing them only as applicable to states, is a ‘paradigm shift’ which will ‘inevitably affect the implementation of a wide range of programmes and legal protection’. However, IO’s can be responsible for violations of human rights, but they hardly can be held accountable.

This chapter will explore and clarify current thought on the human rights obligations of non-state actors. An introduction to the general principles of international law will be narrowed down to the question whether International Organisations are subject to customary international law and Jus Cogens. Subsequently, the question whether and how International Organisations are subject to human rights obligations will be answered.

After that, a problem of a rather technical character will be discussed. Since International Organisations are made up by individual Member States with their own obligations and competences, a conflict of competences between the International Organisation and the Member States cannot be ruled out. The discussion will focus on

32 Alston and Simma, 1988-1989, p. 82.
34 Ibidem, p. 2.
36 Buchanan and Ryngaert, 2011, p. 132.
the European Union and its Member States.

Subsequently the actual legal framework as applicable to the European Union will be outlined. All the relevant treaties, conventions, charters and other policies will be scrutinized so as to come to an assessment of the responsibility of the EU to protect human rights in the fields of child labour and forced labour. Since this thesis is about the possibility of a prohibition of unfairly produced goods, both international human rights law as well as international trade law, mainly through the WTO, will be taken into account.

1.2.1 International law

International law provides a legal framework to guide the behaviour of states. It is a set of rules which stipulates what is allowed and what is not allowed when states act on the international stage. These rules can be directed towards a wide array of areas, with economic and political relations being among the most apparent.

International law is fundamentally different from domestic law because it governs relations between states rather than between individuals or between states and individuals.37 In a domestic legal system, it is the legislature which creates law, the judiciary which adjudicates it and the executive which enforces it. In international law, this division is problematic. The difference between domestic and international legal orders has some notable consequences. As Goldsmith and Levinson formulate it,

“International law has no centralized legislature or hierarchical court system authorized to create, revise, or specify the application of legal norms, and as a result is said to suffer from irremediable uncertainty and political contestation. Out of deference to state sovereignty, international law is a “voluntary” system that obligates only states that have consented to be bound, and thus generally lacks the power to impose obligations

---

37 Cassese, 2005, p. 3; Megret, 2012, p. 65.
on states against their interests”.

The international legal system has a horizontal structure, as opposed to the vertical structure in a domestic legal system, where institutions control the subjects. As a consequence, international law often either follows the desires of super powers or, if that turns out to be impossible, is simply ignored by them; the American invasion of Iraq in 2003 is an obvious example of this behaviour. This is made possible by the fact that there is hardly any authority to enforce states to conform to international law. As will be discussed in more detail later on, even the International Court of Justice, which theoretically has a relatively strong mandate to make states comply with international law, often finds itself powerless to enforce its rulings.

1.2.1.1 Creation and enforcement of International Law

So, two important questions are still open. How is international law created, and who enforces it? These questions need to be answered since they will allow us to analyse the obligations of the European Union under international law.

In a domestic system, law is created through either parliamentary legislation (in a civil law system) or through case-law (in a common law system), with some states utilising a hybrid system. Alternatively, the sources of international law are different. There is not a single place where all applicable ‘international law’ is codified. Different forms of international law are applicable to different states, in different compositions. Therefore it can be hard to find out which laws are relevant, and under which circumstances they can be used.

Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) is generally considered as authoritative when it comes to identifying different sources of international law. The ICJ recognizes international law stemming from ‘international law’.

39 Shaw, 2006, p. 69.
40 Ibidem, p. 70.
conventions’ (i.e. treaties), ‘international custom’ (i.e. customary law), ‘general principles of law’ and, in addition, ‘judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations’.41

1.2.1.1.1  Treaties

A conventional source of international law can be found through the signing and ratification of treaties.42 Often, ‘treaty law provides a solid and compelling legal foundation’ for the identification of applicable law.43 Generally speaking, treaties are only binding on the states that have signed and ratified them. Two or more states negotiate on a treaty; ratifying them means that they accept that they are legally bound to adhere to its contents. Compared to law based on customs, discussed below, treaties ‘are a more direct and formal method of international law creation’.44

1.2.1.1.2  Customary law

Another source comes from customary law and the related concept of Jus Cogens.45 Customary law is important in the field of international law, as not all states are bound by treaties.46 As the name says, customary law means law based on custom; its legitimacy is derived not from a codification of laws, as is the case with a treaty, but rather on ‘the needs and values of the community’.47 A law is ‘customary’ when it fulfills two criteria; first, and logically, states must behave accordingly and second, they must do so because they believe it is law.48 The latter requirement is not straightforward; in practice, it can be very difficult to distinguish state behaviour resulting from a legal obligation from behaviour that is the consequence of any other

---

43 Alston and Simma, 1988-1989, p. 82.
44 Shaw, 2006, p. 902.
46 Alston and Simma, 1988-1989, p. 82-83.
47 Shaw, 2006, p. 73.
48 Ibidem, p. 74.
possible motive.

The important question here is: which international human rights laws qualify as customary? The answer to this question is highly significant; as the EU is not a party to many international human rights law treaties, its commitments and obligations have to be derived by and large from customary law. Although it is difficult to strictly identify customary law, it is now ‘agreed that it does include a substantial body of rights, and most probably the entire UDHR’. 49

The opinion of the ICJ in this matter is vital. In the benchmark *North Sea Continental Shelf case [1968]*, the Court ruled that ‘before a conventional rule can be considered to have become a general rule of international law, it might be that, (…), a very widespread and representative participation in the convention might suffice of itself’. 50

So, when it comes to international human rights law applicable to EU practice, one may conclude that a treaty with a very widespread ratification and implementation worldwide is applicable to the EU as well, even when the Union is not a party to that treaty in itself. Although it is possible to be a ‘persistent objector’ to a rule of customary law, and as such to claim that it is not applicable, this ‘applies only when the customary rule is in the process of emerging’. 51 It would not be hard to argue that rules prohibiting forced labour and child labour are not ‘in the process of emerging’, but it would not be necessary. As the EU itself has issued very strict rules against child labour and forced labour, it would be senseless to claim that it is a persistent objector to these prohibitions.

**Jus Cogens**, or a peremptory norm, is related to customary law, although it is in fact easier to grasp. A rule is Jus Cogens if it is universal and non-derogable. It is different from customary law because its standards are not set by states, although it is not entirely

50 North Sea Continental Shelf Case (ICJ, 1968), paragraph 73.
clear by what they are set instead. The prohibition on committing genocide is a proper example of a Jus Cogens norm. This is universally accepted; however that is not to say that, if a large number of states resort to committing genocide, it becomes acceptable. Therefore, Jus Cogens norms are considered to be non-negotiable. Examples of Jus Cogens norms are the aforementioned prohibition on genocide, slavery, torture and, important for this thesis, forced labour.

Furthermore, general principles and other sources can theoretically be used as to complete the international law framework. Law derived from treaties and from custom however is clearly superior to these sources.

1.2.1.2 International organisations under international law

As discussed before, international law regulates relations between states rather than between individuals. Nevertheless, apart from states, also non-state actors such as International Organisations are part of the international legal order. These non-state actors have ‘increasingly been seen as endowed with international legal personality’.\(^{52}\) This is particularly relevant for the European Union, as article 47 of the Treaty on European Union clearly states that ‘the Union shall have legal personality’. Although the EU cannot be seen as a State in the narrow sense of the word, it does possess some of the characteristics of a State. The possession of a legal personality means that the EU can enter into treaties. On the other hand, the institutional make-up of the EU does not provide for a centralised government; the European Commission may have a similar function, but significant power lies with the inter-governmental European Council. The EU can therefore be said to be a hybrid of an International Organisation and a State; any currently existing similar entities do not exist. The question is therefore highly relevant who exactly is responsible for what; is it the EU as a legal entity or are the individual Member States still in charge? Since this is a fundamental question to be addressed to decide who bears responsibility for actions of the EU abroad, this question is critical and will receive significant attention later on.

\(^{52}\) Megret, 2012, p. 66.
The recognition of a legal personality has noteworthy consequences. ‘Responsibility is a necessary consequence of international personality and the resulting possession of international rights and duties. Such rights may flow from treaties, (…), or from the principles of customary international law’. 53 Hence, International Organisations have already been recognised as possible violators of international customary law, such as crimes against humanity. 54

This view is reinforced by a recent report of the UN’s International Law Commission, drafted by Special Rapporteur Giorgio Gaja. The report states that it is not just the fact that an International Organisation is in the possession of a legal personality which can make it to be held responsible for violations of international law. The report adds as a second condition that ‘in the exercise of the relevant functions the organization may be considered as a separate entity from its members and that thus the exercise of these functions may be attributed to the organization itself’. 55 The EU obviously fulfils this criterion, as it has the exclusive competence to draft and enforce legislation in several areas.

1.2.2 Human rights obligations of International Organisations

Clapham identifies three approaches to analyse the human rights obligations of International Organisations. 56 The first approach is a traditional way of looking at international law. In this view, states are the only entities which could be held responsible for violations of human rights treaties. It is the state that should ensure its subjects protection against the violation of applicable human rights treaties. In this way, it is reasoned, existing human rights law should suffice in protecting subjects against any violations. Therefore it is the state that should protect its subjects against human rights violations committed by non-state actors. It should be obvious that this does not

53 Shaw, 2006, p. 1311.
55 Gaja, 2003, p. 15.
leave a great deal of responsibility within the hands of those non-state actors.

The second approach sees the nation-state as an increasingly irrelevant actor in a globalising world. Instead, the focus should shift to the responsibilities of international actors such as global institutions, trans-national corporations and international organisations. Central to this approach is the idea that ‘in a globalized economy, the trading which accompanies economic exploitation or civil wars is no longer in the hands of governments’.\(^{57}\) Perhaps this could be rephrased to ‘no longer exclusively in the hands of governments’, yet the idea is clear: Although governments as signatories to the treaties are the principle protectors of human rights, there are numerous cases in which they simply are not capable of fulfilling this obligation. As will turn out later in this thesis, this is particularly apparent in the case of membership of an International Organisation. As it is difficult to impose legally binding obligations on non-state actors, this approach is of a rather normative nature. An important assumption is that ‘human rights norms have some sort of special status which is legitimized through the accepted law-making process of national and international law’.\(^{58}\)

The third approach suggests applying norms of international law to non-state actors as well, instead of exclusively focusing on the nation state. The difference with the second approach is that it still sees the nation state as the main actor on the international stage; legal responsibilities of non-state actors should be defined within the existing framework. Although some authors point out that it is difficult to keep International Organisations accountable for violations of human rights, Kälin and Künzli make an exception for the EU.\(^{59}\) They point to the fact that in the Regina v Kirk case [1984], the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) ruled that legislation to which the EU is not directly bound, but which is shared by the legal systems of all the separate member states, is still applicable to the EU.\(^{60}\)
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Although Kälin and Küngzli are sceptical about the possibilities to apply human rights law to International Organisations, they see a tendency to increase the scope of human rights law. Jus Cogens, discussed before, is considered to apply to any international actor. The scope could very well be widened to include customary international law. Although most international organisations have thus far failed to set up a system to check whether they comply with international law, Kälin and Küngzli see the EU as one of the few exceptions to this situation.61

1.2.2.1 Which obligations?

Modern human rights discourse holds that there are two types of obligations; negative and positive.62 A negative obligation is to respect human rights. This means that parties refrain from interfering with these rights. Positive obligations can be divided in two categories: an obligation to protect human rights and an obligation to fulfil human rights. They are positive because they need action to be fulfilled. It is difficult to apply these concepts to the EU and its legal obligations under international law. Generally, the obligation to respect, protect and fulfil human rights is valid only within the jurisdiction of any party. So, to refer to the disaster in Dhaka, Bangladesh, legally it was the responsibility of the government of Bangladesh to protect the workers in the collapsed factory against exploitation.

The relatively new concept of extra-territorial obligations would in this case make no difference. Even although in the Maastricht Principles on Extra-Territorial Obligations it is made very clear that states do not only have obligations within their jurisdiction, but also externally, there would be no direct obligations for the EU.63 After all, transnational companies import the products into the EU. It can therefore hardly be said that the EU exerts ‘authority or effective control’ (art. 9(a)) over production facilities
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abroad. On the other hand, the aforementioned principles also apply to situations ‘over which State acts or omissions bring about foreseeable effects on the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights, whether within or outside its territory’ (art. 9(b)), which is also applicable to international organisations (art. 16). One could argue that it is an omission of the EU to not implement regulations which prevent the imports of unfairly produced goods into the EU, thereby violating the enjoyment of rights abroad.

This reasoning is too farfetched for the following reason. The concept of extra-territoriality is thus far rather soft law than hard law; there are no State signatories. The Maastricht Principles are indeed principles and not law. They are signed by academics and other experts in the field, and not by states. In other words, it is literally impossible to hold anyone accountable to them.

At the same time there are plenty of relatively forceful arguments to make the European Union accountable to human rights violations abroad. As Clapham formulates it, ‘one might assume that the starting point should be that an organization such as the [European] Community must be bound by the same human rights obligations to which it appeals with regard to its own identity and in its external relations’. 64 The EU cannot prohibit child labour and forced labour within its territory, urge its trading partners to do the same but simultaneously keep those practices intact because the products involved are imported to the EU in high quantities.

This is just the theory outlining the possibilities of keeping International Organisations responsible for human rights violations under international law. The second part of this chapter will identify relevant law which is applicable to the European Union. First another important matter has to be resolved; what is the relationship between the international organisation and its members? How should be identified who exactly is responsible for potential violations of human rights?

64 Clapham, 2006, p. 178.
1.2.2.2 Enforcement of international law

A strict enforcement of international law is difficult if not impossible. This is related to the idea of state sovereignty; if sovereignty means that there is no authority higher than the state, this presents the desire for enforcement of international rules with an obvious problem.\textsuperscript{65} Hence, the observation of Jack Donnelly in Alston and Simma that ‘the international human rights regime is extremely weak on what a lawyer would consider enforcement or remedies’ seems as applicable today as it was when he wrote those words down, almost 30 years ago.\textsuperscript{66}

Yet, this weakness does not change anything about the fact that treaties are legally binding, regardless the limited possibilities of enforcing them. As one of the fundamental concepts of international law, the idea of pacta sunt servanda stipulates that treaties are binding and shall be carried out in good faith.\textsuperscript{67} Furthermore, ‘a non-state actor (...) can still be the bearer of international duties outside the context of international courts and tribunals’.\textsuperscript{68} Nevertheless, there is a range of possibilities to resort to when a state (or another party) feels violated in its rights. These possibilities will be discussed for international trade law and international human rights law only.

The most authoritative judicial body on international law is the ICJ.\textsuperscript{69} It is established by the UN Charter and consequentially, all UN members are subjected to it (art. 1).\textsuperscript{70} It has the jurisdiction to adjudicate all legal disputes concerning the interpretation of treaties, questions of international law, questions of international obligations and the allocation of remedies (art. 36). Its decisions can be enforced by the UN Security Council and as such, are in theory relatively strong. However, the famous \textit{Nicaragua v.}
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United States case [1984] shows the limitedness of its enforcing powers. In this case, the Soviet backed government of Nicaragua accused the United States, and more in particular the CIA, of supporting a rebel movement which aimed at overthrowing the regime. Nicaragua decided to bring the case to the ICJ. The ICJ ruled in favour of Nicaragua and judged that the United States had to pay reparations to the Central American country. To summarise; the United States refused to comply with the ruling, denied that the ICJ had jurisdiction to adjudicate the case and blocked attempts of the UN Security Council, in which it had the power of veto, to force the United States to comply. Since the United Kingdom and France are both members of the EU and members of the UN Security Council, this seems a relevant danger. However, even in theory this situation could not occur since only states can stand in front of the Court; consequentially, an entity such as the EU can only request, or be requested upon, an advisory opinion.

When it comes to human rights law, claimants have several options to seek for remedies of violations of treaties. This depends on the treaty and on the procedures of the authoritative bodies. The UN system provides several examples. The Human Rights Council, for example, has a complaints procedure, of which individuals, groups and non-governmental organisations can make use. Furthermore, the Human Rights Council produces the Universal Periodic Review, an elaborate report on the human rights situation in all UN member states. Its power is normative; if a state chooses to ignore recommendations, there are no direct consequences. As a non-member of the UN, the EU cannot be subjected to such procedures.

When it comes to the enforcement of international trade law, the World Trade Organisation is the single most authoritative body. It currently has 159 members and 25 observers, together making up a large majority of nations in the world. Its most important aim is to promote free trade. This is to be achieved mainly through the so-called Most Favoured Nation concept; the lowest tariff regime for any member of the
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WTO is automatically applicable to all other WTO members as well.

When a member state fails to comply with WTO rules, it can enforce them using the dispute settlement system. This dispute settlement system ‘can be triggered easily and quickly’ and has a wide jurisdiction, although small and developing countries may have problems utilizing it. The ‘Understanding on rules and procedures governing the settlement of disputes’ formulates the procedures. When a member state feels violated in its rights, it can bring the case to the dispute settlement system. If the dispute settlement body finds a violation, the defendant state should comply with the rules it has violated ‘within a reasonable time’ (art. 21(3)). If it fails to do so, the two parties, defendant and complainant, can agree on compensation for the complainant (art. 22(2)). When this fails as well, the defendant may be suspended from the treaty it violated; this may equal suspension of its WTO membership (art. 22(2)). Generally however the recommendations of the WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) are implemented.

To link these findings to the thesis, it is important to repeat that it is generally difficult to enforce human rights law. This counts for the European Union in particular, since it is not even an official party to the vast majority of human rights treaties. Even when certain human rights law has entered the realm of customary law, it should be obvious that this complicates attempts to make the EU comply with human rights law, should that be necessary. For international trade law this is somewhat different, not in the least because the EU is an official WTO member. The EU has stood in front of the dispute settlement body frequently, both as a complainant as well as defendant and as a third party.

1.2.2.3 Conflict of competencies
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When member-states of international organisations hand over competencies to the international organisation concerned, it is difficult to hold them accountable if they act as a result of that membership. This leads to a dilemma; what if a state is party to a treaty, but the international organisation of which it is a member is not? Should the state adhere to the treaties it is a party to as a state or should it act in accordance with the policies of the international organisation, which may very well lead to actions contrary to that treaty?

Concerns about the possibility of a conflict of competencies between different actors are neither new nor theoretical. As early as 1963, UN special rapporteur Abdullah El-Erian concluded in a special report that “the continuous increase of the scope of activities of international organizations [was] likely to give new dimensions to the problem of responsibility of international organizations”. And indeed, in several cases states risked not being able to fulfil their obligations under international human rights treaties as a result of their membership of an international organisation. Related to this is the risk that states use an International Organisation as an excuse to violate obligations under a human rights treaty.

This risk will be illustrated with two examples from the ECtHR. The first one is the M.S.S. v Belgium and Greece case [2011]. M.S.S. was an asylum seeker from Afghanistan who fled to Greece in 2008. After having been detained and registered in Greece, he travelled to Belgium to apply for asylum there, as he had had positive encounters with Belgian NATO soldiers in Kabul combined with the bad reputation of Greek asylum procedures. However, under Regulation 343/2003 of the European Commission, regulating which Member State of the EU bears responsibility for examining an asylum application, M.S.S. was forced to return to Greece to file his
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application for asylum with the Greek authorities. In Greece, M.S.S. was subjected to ill-treatment, being detained in a very small room, being fed insufficiently, being beaten, being refused to leave his cell and having insufficient sanitary facilities. The ECtHR ruled that, as the Belgian authorities should have been aware of the degrading circumstances under which asylum seekers in Greece are detained and treated, among others, the Belgian authorities had violated article 13 in conjunction with article 3 (on inhuman and degrading treatment) of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).

The M.S.S. case is an excellent example of a Member State of an International Organisation (which in this case was the EU) trying to use that membership as an excuse for not being able to fulfil its obligations under human rights law.

A second example which is relevant in this respect is the *Bosphorus v Ireland case* [2005]. In this case, a Turkish company named Bosphorus Hava Yollari Turizm ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi (“Bosphorus”) filed a complaint at the European Court of Human Rights against the Republic of Ireland. Bosphorus, a small tourist air company, had hired two airplanes from JAT, the Yugoslavian national air company, in 1992. As a consequence of a UN Security Council resolution following the war in Yugoslavia, the European Commission issued Regulation 990/93. This Regulation ordered that, among others, all aircraft in possession of a person or an undertaking in or operating from Yugoslavia had to be impounded. This included those aircraft that had been rented out to other, even non-Yugoslavian companies, of which Bosphorus was one.

As one of the aircraft hired by Bosphorus was at that time in Dublin for maintenance carried out by Aer Lingus, the Irish government ordered the aircraft to be impounded by EC legislation. As a result, Bosphorus lost three out of its four-year rental deal, leading to significant losses for the small company. As the CJEU ruled that the acquisition of
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the aircraft was lawful, Bosphorus decided to step to the ECtHR to ask for a remedy. Bosphorus claimed a violation of article 1 of Protocol 1 of the ECHR on the Right to Property. The judgment of the Court turned out to be a landmark decision. Although the Court ruled that, in this particular case, the acquisition of the aircraft was not contrary to ECHR law, the following provisions, worth copying in their entirety, are extremely important:

“(…), the presumption will be that a State has not departed from the requirements of the Convention when it does no more than implement legal obligations flowing from its membership of the organisation”. 83

So, in principle, if a State implements certain regulations as a direct consequence of its membership of an International Organisation, this is not considered to be contrary to ECHR law. However,

“(…), any such presumption can be rebutted if, in the circumstances of a particular case, it is considered that the protection of Convention rights was manifestly deficient. In such cases, the interest of international cooperation would be outweighed by the Convention's role as a “constitutional instrument of European public order” in the field of human rights”. 84

The importance of this provision can hardly be overemphasized. The ECtHR has made it very clear in this ruling that Member States of International Organisations can not hide behind their membership as an excuse for the violation of human rights under the ECHR. In a situation where protection of human rights has been ‘manifestly deficient’, the Member State is responsible for guaranteeing a proper protection of human rights. Even when implementing lawful regulations of international organisations, the ECHR has to be respected.

83 Bosphorus Hava Yolları Turizm ve Ticaret Anonim Şirketi v. Ireland, application no. 45036/98 (ECtHR, 2005), paragraph 156.
84 Ibidem, paragraph 156.
1.2.2.3.1 Conflict of competences in an EU context

In the specific case of the EU, the situation is particularly delicate. As the position of the EU regarding human rights law is at the core of this thesis, this topic needs to be analysed in more detail. Sometimes, it is not clear whether it is the EU or a Member State which is competent to legislate and thus, who can be held responsible for potential violations of human rights treaties. As the EU has both legislative as well as executive powers, a human rights violation as a direct consequence of EU action is not just hypothetical.\(^8^5\) Three scenarios are possible; one in which it is the member state which bears responsibility, one in which the competences are shared, and a third one in which it is the EU which has an exclusive competence to act.

In the first scenario, no problems should occur. The member state is exclusively responsible for its own actions, including actions which may be seen as violations of treaties to which it is a party. As the European Union has no competence to legislate, there is no interference of EU law. Consequently, any violation of a human rights treaty resulting from national law of a member state of the EU which is also a party to the ECHR (i.e. all Member States), is the sole responsibility of that member state. Examples of areas in which Member States have exclusive competence are tourism, industry, culture, education and health care.

The second scenario is trickier; if both the EU as well as the member states can legislate, who exactly is responsible for violations of human rights treaties? It is not unimaginable that, in a situation in which the ECtHR rules that the ECHR has been violated, the EU and the concerned Member State blame each other for the violation. Even the other way around is imaginable; both claiming to be responsible, as this would amount to an accumulation of competences. In theory, this could lead to a very dangerous situation, potentially undermining either the autonomy of the EU or the sovereignty of the Member States. Understandably, the CJEU wants to do anything within its powers to prevent that a non-EU court (such as the ECtHR) rules on who is

\(^{85}\) Costello, 2006, p. 88.
competent of what within the EU.\textsuperscript{86} How is this ‘constitutional issue of extreme sensitivity’\textsuperscript{87} to be resolved? As it will turn out, in the same way as how problems relating to the third scenario should be resolved. Examples of areas in which the EU and the Member States have a shared competence to legislate are agriculture, transport, the environment and social policies as defined by the treaties.

In the third scenario, it is the EU who has the exclusive competence to legislate. As the EU is not a party to the ECHR, this leads to the strange situation in which a transfer of competences from Member States to the EU, or in other words, European integration, leads to a situation in which an individual who had the possibility to go to the Court in Strasbourg in case of a violation of the ECHR, is deprived of that possibility as the Member State is no longer responsible for the legislation.\textsuperscript{88} Although the previously described Bosphorus case has shown that in case of a ‘manifestly deficient’ protection of human rights, the ECHR prevails over EU law, this is an undesirable situation. Areas in which the EU has an exclusive competence to act are, among others, the establishment of a customs union, external trade policy and monetary policy. Obviously, the fact that the EU is exclusively responsible for external trade policy is highly important in the context of this thesis.

Several solutions have been suggested to solve these problems. The first was the incorporation of the European Charter of Fundamental Rights (“EU Charter”) in EU law.\textsuperscript{89} The EU Charter was a response to the important Solange case [1970], in which the German Constitutional Court ruled that it would adjudicate EU law on its compatibility with human rights standards as long as (which in German is 'Solange', hence the nickname) the EU did not have its own human rights treaty.\textsuperscript{90} In the Solange II case [1986], the German Constitutional Court reformulated this to mean that as long
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as the EU would protect fundamental rights, it would no longer adjudicate its law; however it reserved the right to do so.\textsuperscript{91} The aforementioned Bosphorus case followed a similar line of reasoning.\textsuperscript{92} To assure that EU law would respect fundamental human rights, the European Council decided that it would adopt a European Charter of Fundamental Rights, which it did in 2000.

It was only after the coming into effect of the Lisbon Treaty in 2009 that the EU Charter became legally enforceable.\textsuperscript{93} It is applicable not only to EU institutions but also to the Member States, but only when they are implementing EU law. In this way, national law would be human rights-proof through the separate membership of EU member states of the ECHR, while EU law, both when competences are shared and exclusively EU, is protected through the EU Charter. Hence, the ‘vacuum’ in which the EU operated regarding the protection of human rights would be filled.

A problem related to this, however, is that it is an EU institution (the CJEU) judging an EU Charter. Since EU law has to be approved by the Court in Luxembourg before it can be implemented by the Member States anyway, it is almost impossible that the same Court will ever find a violation of it. After all, it would be paradoxical if the Court would find no inconsistencies between EU law and the EU Charter at the time of implementation, but would do so once that very same EU law has been challenged by an individual before the very same Court. Since the EU is not a member of the Council of Europe, individuals would be deprived of the possibility to go to the ECtHR in Strasbourg when a violation of human rights as a consequence of EU law is involved.

The second proposed solution, accession of the EU to the ECHR, is to resolve that. Not only is this accession an objective of the EU; the Union is legally obliged to. Art. 6(2) of the Treaty on the European Union explicitly states that ‘the Union shall accede to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
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 Freedoms’. This measure will subject actions and legislation of the EU to external control by the ECtHR, besides the currently existing internal control by the CJEU. Legal consequences will be discussed later on in the chapter, when the legal obligations to which the EU should adhere are outlined.

1.3 The legal framework

On the previous pages, the responsibilities of the EU under international law have been explained. From which legal documents can these responsibilities be derived? As pointed out previously, there is not a single or overarching body of international law that is applicable in any given situation. One is therefore ‘faced with the problem of discovering where the law is to be found and how one can tell whether a particular proposition amounts to a legal rule’. Here will follow an oversight of the most important and most relevant human rights law for the identification of the responsibilities of the European Union.

As this thesis aims at unfair working conditions, the most important relevant law with regards to either child labour or forced labour has been identified.

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union [2009]

The Charter was signed in 2000 and entered into force together with the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty in 2009.

Article 5 – Prohibition of slavery and forced labour
5(2) “No one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour.”
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Article 24 - The rights of the child

12(1) - “Children shall have the right to such protection and care as is necessary for their well-being. (...)”.

12(2) - “In all actions relating to children, whether taken by public authorities or private institutions, the child’s best interests must be a primary consideration”.

Article 31 - Fair and just working conditions

31(1) - “Every worker has the right to working conditions which respect his or her health, safety and dignity”.

Article 32 - Prohibition of child labour and protection of young people at work

“The employment of children is prohibited. The minimum age of admission to employment may not be lower than the minimum school-leaving age, without prejudice to such rules as may be more favourable to young people and except for limited derogations. Young people admitted to work must have working conditions appropriate to their age and be protected against economic exploitation and any work likely to harm their safety, health or physical, mental, moral or social development or to interfere with their education”.


Article 32

“1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to be protected from economic exploitation...”

---

exploitation and from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child's education, or to be harmful to the child's health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development.

2. States Parties shall take legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to ensure the implementation of the present article. To this end, and having regard to the relevant provisions of other international instruments, States Parties shall in particular:

(a) Provide for a minimum age or minimum ages for admission to employment;
(b) Provide for appropriate regulation of the hours and conditions of employment;
(c) Provide for appropriate penalties or other sanctions to ensure the effective enforcement of the present article.”


Article 7

“The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work which ensure, in particular:

(a) Remuneration which provides all workers, as a minimum, with:
   (i) Fair wages and equal remuneration for work of equal value without distinction of any kind, in particular women being guaranteed conditions of work not inferior to those enjoyed by men, with equal pay for equal work;
   (ii) A decent living for themselves and their families in accordance with the provisions of the present Covenant;
(b) Safe and healthy working conditions;
(c) Equal opportunity for everyone to be promoted in his employment to an appropriate higher level, subject to no considerations other than those of seniority and competence;

(d) Rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay, as well as remuneration for public holidays”.

Article 10

10(3) – “Special measures of protection and assistance should be taken on behalf of all children and young persons without any discrimination for reasons of parentage or other conditions. Children and young persons should be protected from economic and social exploitation. Their employment in work harmful to their morals or health or dangerous to life or likely to hamper their normal development should be punishable by law. States should also set age limits below which the paid employment of child labour should be prohibited and punishable by law”.

International Labour Organisation Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work [1998]100

Article 2

[The International Labour Conference]:

Declares that all Members, even if they have not ratified the Conventions in question, have an obligation arising from the very fact of membership in the Organization to respect, to promote and to realize, in good faith and in accordance with the Constitution, the principles concerning the fundamental rights which are the subject of those Conventions, namely:

(a) freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining;

(b) the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labour;

(c) the effective abolition of child labour; and
(d) the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.

World Trade Organisation: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) [1947]¹⁰¹

Article XX - General exceptions

“Subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on international trade, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the adoption or enforcement by any contracting party of measures:

(a) necessary to protect public morals;
(b) necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health;”
(…)
(e) relating to the products of prison labour;

Although some have seen the explicit reference to prison labour in GATT Article XX(e) as proof that other methods of production are not covered by the exemptions under this provision, this view is now by and large abandoned; as the WTO has to take into account international customary human rights law, of which the ILO fundamental labour principles are considered to be part, labour rights do fall within the scope of Article XX(a).¹⁰² Similarly, Howse concludes that GATT Article XX(a) ‘might be invoked to justify trade sanctions against products that involve the use of child labor or the denial of workers' basic rights’.¹⁰³

¹⁰³ Howse, 1999, p. 143.
A similar argumentation is valid for Article XX(b), which Kaufmann sees as more relevant regarding child labour; she says that ‘intolerable forms of exploitative child labour that put children’s health at risk fit within the exception of Article XX(b)’. An important justification is that, since the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child has been signed and ratified so widely that it has become customary law, sanctions against countries exporting products made with child labour ‘would not involve a change in the official policy of other contracting parties’. Forced labour is also included in its scope, as ‘health risks are obviously involved in the context of forced labour’.

This is a non-exhaustive oversight of the obligations of the European Union under international law in the context of the global protection of human rights, with child labour and forced labour in particular. It has been established that there is a strong legal basis to hold the European Union responsible for violations of labour rights abroad which can be linked directly to imports to the EU. It is important to make clear that being responsible is not the same as being accountable; it is unlikely that the EU can ever be brought to a Court with an accusation of a violation of fundamental labour rights.

However, the previous pages have shown that the EU cannot simply hide behind the two conventional arguments against imposing an import prohibition, firstly that it is the responsibility of the state where the production facilities are located to protect their citizens against abuse, and secondly that it is the responsibility of the trans-national corporations to make sure that their suppliers respect fundamental human rights. Although the previous statements are definitely valid as well, the EU should act in a stronger way than it has done so until now.

The next chapter will make a start with sorting out which possibilities the EU has at its disposal to do so. This will be done through an assessment of its relations with and policies of the two most important institutions on this matter; the World Trade
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Organization and the International Labour Organization.
Chapter 2: International trade and human rights: The WTO, the ILO and the EU

This thesis investigates the possibility for the EU to prohibit imports of goods produced with child labour and forced labour. Whenever one speaks about international trade, the WTO is the single most important organisation to take into account. In the context of a possible prohibition of imports in particular, the rules and regulations of this organisation cannot possibly be ignored.

By and large absent in the days of GATT, the set of trade rules which now comprises a fundamental part of the ‘constitution’ of the WTO, the establishment of the latter in 1994 paved the way for a new area of scholarly research; the relationship between international trade rules and human rights.\(^{107}\) This research has been put on the agenda mainly by NGOs. The general thrust of the discourse can be summarised without complexity; the accusation is that ‘trade regulation impairs the advancement of human rights’.\(^{108}\)

This chapter will discuss how the liberalisation of international trade can lead, and has led, to human rights violations. As the main protagonist of trade liberalisation, the policies of the WTO will be scrutinised critically. Regarding the protection against child labour and forced labour, the ILO provides a counter balance against the policies pursued by the WTO. To complete the triangle, both these international institutions’ policies will be taken into account with regards to the EU. The questions to be answered are therefore the following. What exactly are the consequences of the trade liberalisation discourse of the WTO on the protection of human rights worldwide? How does the EU combine its dedication to trade liberalisation on the one hand with its self-proclaimed role as global protector of human rights on the other? What are the possibilities for the EU to impose trade sanctions on its trading partners when they commit apparent violations of human rights? The chapter will end with an assessment

\(^{107}\) Cottier, 2002, p. 100.
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of the EU’s approach towards Myanmar. This country has severely violated a range of human rights for decades, leading to trade sanctions by among others the EU. As will be demonstrated, these sanctions are allowed under WTO rules, making a strong case for further measures against human rights violators.

2.1 International trade and human rights

Although ideally the obligations under different treaties, both in the areas of labour rights and international trade law, complement each other, in practice they are rather conflicting.\textsuperscript{109} Indeed, there is evidence that ‘promoting trade liberalization and protecting producers’ interests in the context of an increasingly globalized economy may conflict with social policies such as labor standards (…)’.\textsuperscript{110} The reason is simple; a utilitarian approach to trade involves the maximisation of profits, and one of the ways to achieve this is by lowering labour standards. This has been referred to as a ‘race to the bottom’\textsuperscript{111}; an attempt to win competition by reducing production costs. It is apparent that trade liberalisation fosters this process; trade liberalisation leads to a greater exposure to competition and thus to an ever stronger desire to lower production costs. The collapse of the poorly constructed garments factory in Bangladesh is just one of many sad consequences of the desire to lower production costs.

On the other hand, it has been argued that ‘a more open trading system generally tends to promote most of the concerns that come under the rubric of human rights’.\textsuperscript{112} This hypothesis, however, is built on the following assumptions from which not necessarily the same conclusions have to be derived; the first is that ‘trade liberalization raises living standards in the aggregate’\textsuperscript{113} and the second is that ‘wealthier societies will tend to expend more resources (proportionally) on the creation and protection of human rights’.\textsuperscript{114} Although it is not exceptional to see a positive correlation between trade
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openness and economic growth, this assumption has been strongly challenged. Furthermore, there is a long way to go from economic growth to welfare growth. A second proposition is based on the human rights situation in ‘more developed nations’, however one could conclude the exact opposite by pointing at wealthy but restrictive nations such as Singapore and several Arab nations. Indeed, when it comes to social and economic rights, the United States and several other ‘developed nations’ provide examples where a higher average income did not lead to a proper protection of social rights. As mainly neo-liberal authors almost exclusively focus on civil and political rights, the proposition that trade openness automatically leads to a better record on human rights, and on labour rights in particular, is at least doubtful.

The direct influence of international trade on child labour and forced labour and the contribution of the latter to the former has already been discussed briefly in chapter one, so the most important issues at stake will just be repeated quickly here. It has been argued that globalisation can contribute to the prevalence of child labour and forced labour as it reinforces the quest for cheap labour. On the other hand, trade has the potential to raise family incomes, and as such lowering the use of child labour; evidence of this interplay between trade and child labour has been found in for example Vietnam. The same study, however, saw the opposite development in Nicaragua, where the benefits of trade failed to trickle down to the actual labourers and thus resulted in a rise in child labour. However, it has to be borne in mind that the most important issue in this thesis is not to come to a verdict whether international trade does or does not stimulate the prevalence of child labour and forced labour; it is to answer the question whether it is possible for the EU to prohibit products that are made with it.

A major problem when addressing human rights in the context of international trade is the ‘institutional segregation’ of the two areas in focus. Whereas the field of human
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rights is covered mainly by institutions of the UN on a global level and by governments on a national level, international trade is regulated through the WTO. Those two systems were, at least until very recently, almost completely segregated. The UN system of human rights did not concern itself with trade, and the WTO was blind to human rights, leaving those to the discretion of its member states.

2.1.1 The WTO and human rights

The World Trade Organisation is the cornerstone of the international trade framework. It was established in 1995, although the document which it is based on, the GATT, was negotiated in 1948. Its main functions are the agreement of trade negotiations, overseeing the implementation of these and to settle disputes between member states.\textsuperscript{120} Importantly, its major aim is the global reduction of barriers to trade, and as such it is dedicated to trade liberalisation. Its most important tools are a prohibition on discrimination between trade partners and the so-called Most Favoured Nation (MFN) principle. The latter means that every member of the WTO is obliged to impose the lowest tariff regime to all other members of the WTO. As a result, WTO members face difficulties when they want to raise tariffs, for example to protect infant industries. With its current 159 members, including all the major economies, it can be said to cover a substantial part of global trade.

Despite widespread membership, it can hardly be said to be a very popular player on the international stage; Clapham’s finding that there is ‘a perception among some that the WTO represents a serious threat to the enjoyment of human rights’ is an evident understatement.\textsuperscript{121} Indeed, international trade can have a profound effect on living standards of ordinary citizens. In this respect one could think of the practice of dumping, patents on medicines, imports of goods which directly affect public health, environmental issues and, indeed, labour standards.\textsuperscript{122} The latter is being captured in the
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concept of social dumping, discussed previously in this thesis. Furthermore, more indirectly, the lowering of tariffs can lead to the destruction of local economies and consequently lead to unemployment and all the negative consequences associated with it.

Sykes breaks the vast criticism on the WTO down to three broad streams.\textsuperscript{123} The first one focuses on the decreased ability to keep members of the WTO accountable for human rights violations and punishable with sanctions once they are member. This would be the case mainly because of the aforementioned MFN clause, which in principle does not allow for arbitrary discrimination. The second stream is related to the concept of social dumping and the ‘race to the bottom’. It has already been argued that this was a consequence of trade liberalisation, and since that is exactly what the WTO aims at, this should be repeated here as a direct form of criticism on WTO policies. Thirdly, it is suggested that a liberal trade regime has a negative influence on welfare distribution and thus fosters inequality in society.

The concept of social dumping from a WTO perspective is worth discussing in a little more detail. Contrary to the common perception, the practice of dumping is not prohibited by the WTO, although it is ‘to be condemned if it causes or threatens material injury’ in the territory of any other Member States.\textsuperscript{124} The reason for this is that dumping is done by companies which are outside of WTO jurisdiction. Art. VI of the 1947 GATT therefore rather regulates the accepted behaviour of states who feel that they are the victim of dumping practices by other WTO members instead of regulating the actual practice of dumping itself. Could it be argued that allowing work which is ‘done in iniquitous conditions in order to make products which can be sold at a lower price compared to that which can be required by the observance of the minimum international labour standards’\textsuperscript{125} is a matter of dumping which allows for state action under GATT Art. VI? The answer seems to be straightforward: no. The main reason is
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that the circumstances under which the WTO allows for action against dumping do not cover the conditions under which the product is produced. Dumping occurs when the price of an export product is lower than the price charged for the like product in the domestic economy. When there is no such domestic ‘like product’ (and thus no like price), dumping occurs when the price of an export product is lower than the price charged for exports of the like product to any third country or when the price charged for the product is less than the cost of production.¹²⁶ The determining factor, in short, is the difference between the production costs and the price for which the product is sold on another market. The fate of the workers producing these goods is irrelevant as a factor in determining whether dumping is being practised or not.

So from a human rights perspective, there are good reasons to put more weight on human rights law in the context of the WTO. This has been stressed by the UN High Commissioner on Human Rights in several reports. In a 2003 special report, the Commissioner made clear that ‘all WTO members have undertaken obligations under international human rights law’ and thus ‘should promote and protect human rights in the processes of negotiating and implementing trade law and policy’.¹²⁷ This is not always straightforward, as international trade aims at competition with ‘winners’ and ‘losers’, whereas the basic principle of human rights law is rather equality and a level playing field.

However, not only from the perspective of the Member States but also from that of the WTO itself human rights law should be respected. The WTO has ‘sufficient international personality to be bound by the international customary law of human rights’.¹²⁸ Furthermore, the WTO DSB has to take into account all relevant international law applicable to the parties who want to settle a dispute.¹²⁹ This means that the WTO DSB cannot simply ignore human rights treaties which are binding to either or both of

¹²⁷ OHCHR, 2003, p. 4.
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the parties; they have to be respected. Importantly, ‘binding’ does in this context not just mean as a signatory to a treaty, of which there are not many in the particular case of the EU, but also under international customary law. It has been suggested that the treaties which are concluded between the two parties in dispute should get particular attention.\footnote{Clapham, 2006, p. 169.} In the case of the EU and with regards to the topic of this thesis, this would only make a stronger case as the EU routinely includes human rights provisions in its trade agreements with developing countries. Consequentially, a violation of these provisions by one of the contracting states would make a case for the EU to impose sanctions.

So, theoretically, if there is a direct link between a trade rule and a violation of human rights under one of the applicable treaties, the member state can try to suspend its obligations under WTO rules as long as it is not a disguised measure of protectionism. This could be done under the ‘exemption clause’ in GATT article XX, outlined in chapter one. The problem is that such a case has never been brought to the WTO DSB when it comes to human rights violations, a consequence of which ‘there is some uncertainty over whether the WTO regime allows for states to impose trade sanctions on WTO members in order to enforce or encourage respect for human rights’.\footnote{Ibidem, p. 174. See also: World Trade Organization, ‘3rd WTO Ministerial Conference. Top 10 reasons to oppose the World Trade Organization? Criticism, yes… Misinformation, no! ’ on http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/minist_e/min99_e/english/misinf_e/03lab_e.htm , accessed on 08-07-2013.} As long as this is still the case, there is therefore no reason to assume that the WTO DSB will prohibit trade sanctions based on human rights violations.

2.1.2 Trade sanctions

This thesis aims at investigating whether it is possible for the EU to prohibit imports of goods produced with forced labour or with child labour. This means, in other words, that the EU would seek to impose economic sanctions on those companies who fail to comply with fundamental labour rights and who fail to protect their workers against
exploitation. Generally, however, economic sanctions have been heavily criticised for their ineffectiveness.

There has been an increase in the use of economic sanctions since the end of the Cold War. Generally, ‘the purpose and emphasis of such sanctions lies in modifying behavior, not in punishment’.\(^{132}\) So, sanctions aim at making a country comply with desired behaviour in the future instead of punishing it for a failure to do so in the past. The idea is that the pressure which is brought about by the sanctions on civilians, will lead the civilians in that country to put pressure on their government and demand change. Proponents see them as ‘the liberal alternative to war’; equally forceful, but with less casualties.\(^{133}\) As such, they can be seen as in between soft power, such as political condemnations, and hard power (i.e. force). Theoretically, the UN Charter has given the UN Security Council the exclusive right to decide ‘what measures not involving the use of armed force are to be employed to give effect to its decisions’.\(^{134}\)

There are, however, numerous examples of sanctions imposed outside the UN system.

In its report on economic sanctions, the UN Economic and Social Council makes a difference between trade sanctions and financial sanctions.\(^{135}\) Trade sanctions aim at a restriction of imports and exports and can be directed against a wide range of goods or only against particular products. Financial sanctions aim at blocking the financial assets of the targeted regime, for example by freezing bank accounts abroad and limiting financial flows. Obviously, the type of sanctions under scrutiny here is trade sanctions.

There are several reasons why trade sanctions have often not worked in the past.\(^{136}\) Targeted regimes translate the sanctions against the regime in sanctions against the country, as such enhancing support for the regime instead of setting the population up against it. Sanctions can increase the profitability in trade in sanctioned goods on the
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black market, creating very profitable trade opportunities for the country’s elites, which often also belong to the ruling class. Furthermore, it is possible that trade sanctions not just put pressure on a population but lead to a humanitarian disaster in itself: indeed, one author described the sanctions against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq in the 1990’s as a ‘genocidal tool’, turning the whole country into ‘a vast refugee camp, a concentration camp, a nightmare’.\textsuperscript{137}

These arguments may not be applicable on the sanctions proposed in the case of the EU. The most important and also most straightforward reason is that the sanctions would not be directed against a country or a regime, as traditional economic sanctions would, but against trans-national companies making use of child labour and forced labour, and then only those among them who export to the EU. Whereas as stated before traditional sanctions aim at putting pressure on a regime through pressure on civilians, this mechanism would put pressure on companies exploiting their employees. Furthermore, the imposition of the sanctions would happen through the WTO and not through the UN. The justification for imposing sanctions would have to be drawn from WTO law as explained previously.

2.1.2 The WTO and the ILO social clause

For some time, there has been a debate on the question whether the WTO should do more to protect human rights, and labour rights in particular, in the international trade framework. One of the main proponents of this approach is the ILO which has created a solid framework of labour rights which have to be respected. It has tried to enforce respect for these rights through amendments in WTO law; this is known as the incorporation of a social clause. On the following pages, a short introduction to what exactly the functions of the ILO are will lead to a discussion of the incorporation of a social clause in WTO trade agreements, which would automatically make those agreements subject to legally enforceable human rights.

\textsuperscript{137} Simons, 1999, p. 169.
2.1.2.1 The International Labour Organization

The International Labour Organization is a specialised UN agency established in 1919 in Versailles at the end of the First World War. The ILO’s fundamental principle is the idea that ‘universal and lasting peace can be established only if it is based upon social justice’. In pursuit of this goal, the ILO has four main objectives: to promote decent working standards, to stimulate decent employment and income, to enhance social protection and to enable a social dialogue. To do so, the organisation brings together the major stakeholders on labour: governments, employers’ organisations and workers’ organisations. Membership of the ILO follows from UN membership; any UN member just has to make explicit acceptance of the ILO constitution without further negotiations. As a consequence, practically all UN members except for North-Korea and some microstates are also member of the ILO; currently 185 in total. It therefore can be said that the ILO has a strong mandate to address global labour issues.

Yet, for a long time the ILO was by and large marginalised in the arena of world politics. This is partially the consequence of the fact that the ILO was and still is in a weak position to impose the protection of fundamental labour rights on its members. For this reason, the ILO is sometimes seen as a toothless organisation. Therefore, an important and perhaps even decisive moment in the history of the ILO was in June 1998 when the organisation adopted the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, in which among others the rights prohibiting child labour and forced labour as described in chapter one of this thesis are formulated. Indeed, ‘the Declaration makes achievement of compliance with fundamental labor rights an obligation arising from the very status of membership in the ILO’, whereas until then this was conditional on the
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signing and ratification of several ILO protocols. The question how to enforce this compliance remained difficult to resolve; the ILO ‘remains tied to state-centric models of the international legal order, in which social progress requires voluntary action by the state’. As was explained in Chapter one, the possibilities to enforce compliance with international law are usually limited.

Yet, article 33 of the ILO constitution does authorise the ILO to take ‘such action as it may deem wise and expedient’ to ensure compliance with its recommendations after repeated and blatant labour rights violations. This however has only happened once in the history of the ILO; the case of sanctions against the dictatorial regime of Myanmar (Burma) provides a unique and highly important example and will therefore be analysed in detail at the end of this chapter. Nevertheless, the ILO lacks the jurisdiction to adjudicate whether trade sanctions as a consequence of violations of labour rights are in conflict with WTO trade rules. Understandably, the question whether it can judge that these sanctions are allowed and thus that the protection of labour rights overrules trade agreements is even more farfetched.

The suggested solution to the problems related to this clash of jurisdictions between the ILO and the WTO was the incorporation of a so-called social clause in WTO agreements, which would automatically be activated in the case of labour rights violations of members of both organisations.

2.1.2.2 Social Clauses

Although as previously mentioned the systems of international trade through the WTO and the protection of human rights in the UN are by and large divided, there have been attempts to integrate the two areas with each other. This has been tried by incorporating a ‘social clause’ in WTO agreements: ‘the linking of labour standards with trade
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These attempts are not new. The 1948 Havana Charter, which was supposed to create the International Trade Organization, explicitly recognised that ‘all countries have a common interest in the achievement and maintenance of fair labour standards’ and as a consequence should ‘take whatever action may be appropriate and feasible’ to achieve the elimination of unfair labour conditions. The Havana Charter, however, was never ratified and as a consequence the ITO never came into being, leaving the world with just the GATT and its rules on world trade without any reference to labour conditions except for the possibility to prohibit trade in goods produced with prison labour in article XX(e) of the latter document.

When the WTO finally came into being in 1995, there were some prudent attempts to raise the issue again. These attempts were not to be expected from the side of the WTO, however. This is illustrated by the preamble to the Marrakesh Agreement, which established the WTO. Although the preamble explicitly recognises the desire to protect and preserve the environment, the protection of human labour is not mentioned. It is therefore fair to say that addressing labour-related problems in the context of international trade and the WTO is controversial: ‘The interrelationship between trade policy and labor rights is among the most contentious issues that the world trading system faces today’.

This contentiousness can be best illustrated with an anecdote from the WTO Ministerial Conference in Singapore in 1996. The Ministerial Conference, the ‘highest WTO authority’, is a biannual meeting of all WTO members; the 1996 meeting in Singapore was the first since the establishment of the WTO. It can take decisions on a wide range of issues, including the adoption of multilateral trade agreements. One of the guest speakers was supposed to be Michael Hansenne, the then-Director General of the
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ILO, to urge the attendants to set up a committee or a working party on trade and labour standards. However, due to resistance of mainly developing countries, the invitation to Hansenne was withdrawn and the proposal to a stronger commitment to labour rights was bluntly rejected. Instead, the Ministerial conference formulated a ‘commitment to the observance of internationally recognized core labour standards’. There were no fundamental changes and thus the idea of inserting a social clause in WTO agreements died before it was born, or indeed was never even fertilised as there have never been any explicit proposals for legislation. Yet, despite these drawbacks, it could be seen as a very small step in the direction of the recognition of global labour standards since it was the very first official WTO document which explicitly refers to labour rights. Perhaps as a consequence, the ILO has never abandoned the idea of a social clause and furthermore there are examples of social clauses in bilateral and multilateral trade agreements which did become reality. It is therefore worth looking at it in closer detail as understanding the full concept of a social clause could bring us closer to envisaging how the EU could protect labour rights in its trade framework.

What exactly does a social clause entail? Raju defines it as ‘a legal provision in a trade agreement aimed at removing the most extreme forms of labour exploitation in exporting countries by allowing importing countries to take trade measures against the exporting countries which fail to conform to a set of internationally agreed minimum labour standards’. As most trade agreements are agreed upon in the WTO framework, the latter would necessarily have to be involved. The addition of the term ‘legal’ in the definition of a social clause is therefore important, since it would have the consequence that countries could step to the WTO DSB when they accuse a country of violating fundamental labour rights. Indeed, would a social clause have become part of all WTO
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agreements on a routine basis, this thesis would have been irrelevant; the possibilities for the EU to constrain trade in products which are made in abuse of two of the rights described would have been secured.

The most likely candidate for the set of internationally agreed minimum labour standards as mentioned in the above definition of a social clause is the one composed of the rights enshrined in the previously mentioned ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work: freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining, the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labour, the effective abolition of child labour and the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation. Not surprisingly therefore, it has been the ILO who has been most active in trying to incorporate a legally enforceable social clause in trade agreements.157

The inclusion of a social clause in WTO agreements has been envisioned in several ways.158 One of them is to give the WTO itself the power to impose sanctions on a country violating the then legally enshrined labour rights; this would include an amendment to the currently exiting GATT agreement. The role of the ILO would be to signal and channel labour rights abuses and complaints to the WTO. A potential problem could be that not all ILO members have signed and ratified the relevant provisions securing the fundamental labour rights; however it has already been argued in chapter one of this thesis (and, for that matter, by the ILO itself) that the four fundamental labour principles are part of the ILO constitution and are therefore applicable to all members.

A second possibility would be to give the ILO itself the power to impose sanctions on violating Member States. This, however, is not viable as it has been demonstrated that, first of all, the ILO does not have the jurisdiction to adjudicate WTO law, and secondly,

the ILO has a tradition ‘which emphasizes diplomacy and consensualism’. On the other hand, the ILO constitution does allow for action against countries failing to observe their obligations. A third possibility, and probably the most promising for this thesis, is that WTO members themselves impose sanctions on violating countries. In this scenario, the WTO could step in but only to prohibit the sanctions if they were considered to be economically protectionist rather than aimed at the protection of labour rights. The role of the ILO would, in this scenario, be to set the standards of the violations of labour rights and to assist the WTO in adjudicating whether violations had actually occurred or were indeed rather protectionist.

The WTO, however, has for long refused to take any responsibility for the protection of core labour standards. It has done so for a number of reasons. The first reason has to do with the characteristics of the international trading system under WTO rules. The WTO aims at the promotion of trade through the elimination of discrimination and the global lowering of barriers to trade, or in other words, through trade liberalisation. Morally objectionable or not, sanctions based on labour standards in exporting countries do constitute a barrier to trade. It has been argued that the WTO has gone too far in this respect; ‘GATT/WTO jurisprudence (…) evoked constraints that may go far beyond what is needed to prevent abuse of labor rights for “protectionist purposes”’.  

Secondly, it has to be remembered that the WTO is a member-driven organisation pursang. Decisions are usually not taken by majority vote but by consensus. Unlike organisations such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, the WTO does not have a strong central board which can take decisions on its own behalf. It would indeed be strange if a Member of the WTO would either refuse or fail to protect its domestic workers against exploitation, but at the same time would agree to ratify legislation which can potentially lead to sanctions against their own companies. So, obviously the institutional set-up of the WTO constrains the possibilities to establish
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radical changes in the international trading system.

This is related to the third point. As was illustrated during the WTO 1996 Singapore Ministerial Conference, it is exactly those countries where labour standards are the lowest who are the strongest opponents to the inclusion of a social clause, which they perceive as hidden protectionism from developed countries. Therefore, less-developed WTO Members ‘insist that core labor standards and human rights should be left to specialized organizations like the ILO and the UN human rights institutions, and trade policies and human rights should remain separate’. Indeed, the 1996 Singapore Ministerial Declaration rejected ‘the use of labour standards for protectionist measures’ and agreed ‘that the comparative advantage of countries, particularly low-wage developing countries, must in no way be put into question’. The argument that ‘economic growth and development fostered by increased trade and further trade liberalization contribute to the promotion of these [labour] standards’, was rather used as a convenient excuse instead of a compelling argument to ignore labour standards.

Although it is not unthinkable that trade liberalisation may contribute to economic growth, an increase of welfare and respect for fundamental labour rights, it is simply not sustainable to argue that this is some sort of a natural law. Ignoring the potential negative influence of trade liberalisation on fundamental labour rights is mainly in the interest of the producers in the exporting countries and the consumers in the importing countries and can have devastating effects on the lives of workers in exporting countries. This has been proven by the incidents in Bangladesh recently. Furthermore, it has been argued that it is possible to ensure labour rights without losing out to other producers who do not; ‘respect for labour rights does not lead to comparative disadvantage’. However, the quotes in the previous paragraph are taken from the 1996 Ministerial Declaration, which is almost two decades ago; although a legally

enforceable social clause never came into being, the ILO and the WTO did reinforce their mutual commitments since.

Relations between the ILO and the WTO were not exactly the friendliest, not to say ice cold recalling the events of the 1996 Singapore Ministerial Conference, but the two institutions did work together on a number of issues. The two organisations now attend each other’s meetings and have published a number of joint reports on several issues touching on both labour as well as international trade. The most important of these is perhaps the 2011 joint publication ‘Making globalization socially sustainable’. The report discusses ‘how trade and employment and labour market policies can be shaped to make globalization socially sustainable’.  

A more obvious break from the traditional institutional and ideological separation between the ILO and the WTO is hardly imaginable. At the very least, it is an indication that the WTO is now more willing to consider the consequences of international trade and the desire for trade liberalisation.

The relations between the ILO and the European Union are far more intensive and date back to the origins of the European Economic Community in 1957. As the Treaty of Rome proclaiming the EEC declared that ‘one of the essential objectives of the EEC was to improve the living and working conditions of its people’, it should not come as a surprise that the ILO was involved.  

This involvement has resulted in a relatively strong relationship. One example symbolising this relationship is the official exchange of letters between the European Commission and the ILO in 2001. In this exchange, the EU commits itself to some of the core commitments of the ILO, such as the implementation within and the promotion outside the EU of the 1998 Declaration on
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Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. The two organisations agreed to organise high level meetings annually, leading to a memorandum of understanding between the EU and the ILO in 2004. They agreed to establish ‘a strategic partnership in the field of Development (...) with the aim of enhancing and increasing the effectiveness of both partners in their efforts to achieve their common goals and objectives in this field’. The effects of the cooperation between the EU and the ILO can be seen in the case of Myanmar, which will be discussed at the end of the chapter.

2.2 The EU and human rights in international trade

In its pursuit of imposing human rights standards on its trading partners, the EU has traditionally used the carrot rather than the stick; it focuses on ‘capacity-building and co-operative programmes, rather than negative sanctions’. In a 2003 EU Council Conclusion, the EU recalled ‘its constant rejection of protectionism and of a sanction-based approach to the promotion of core labour standards as well as its strong support for an incentive based approach to this issue’. In practice this comes down to using trade incentives to promote fundamental human rights standards. The EU has several means at its disposal to do so, which will be discussed here briefly.

Conditionality on the protection of fundamental human rights has been apparent in the EU’s external trade policy since the Lomé IV Convention of December 1989. The Lomé Conventions regulated trade between the EU and a group of former European colonies known as the ACP (‘African, Caribbean, Pacific’) countries. Since the signing of the Mauritius Agreement of 1995, which amended the Lomé IV Convention, human rights provisions have become standard annexes in most of its external agreements. Indeed, ‘the use of human rights clauses in external agreements became a condition of
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the agreement’, and the conditions themselves became more standardised. This tendency was reinforced after the signing of the Cotonou Agreements in 2000, which replaced the Lomé IV Convention.

The 2000 Cotonou Agreements, also with the ACP countries, went even further, including a special clause on Trade and Labour Standards. In this clause, the parties specifically emphasised their mutual commitment to the aforementioned ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, and as such, included special attention for the abolition of forced labour and the elimination of (the worst forms of) child labour. Thus, in the Cotonou Agreements, ‘the promotion and protection of human rights and democracy are explicitly set forth as both goals and bases of the agreement’. In bilateral agreements with other countries which are not part of the ACP group of countries, similar clauses can usually be found.

Whereas the Cotonou Agreements were specifically designed for particular groups of countries, the EU has other tools at its disposal to combine human rights promotion in trade more generally. One of the most important ones is the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP), which allows the EU, or any other trading entity, to exempt developing countries from the general MFN rule which says that no discrimination is possible between trading partners. Fundamentally, these provisions are allowed under WTO rules. Similar programmes are the Everything But Arms (EBA) programme and the GSP+, which give even more extensive trade advantages. The GSP+ programme is an excellent example of the EU using trade incentives to promote respect for human rights; admissibility to GSP+ is conditional on the signing and ratification of a large number of human rights and labour rights provisions. As such, the EU can threaten to withdraw the preferential treatment when a country fails to comply with specific rights. Eligibility for GSP is conditional upon the stage of development according to World Bank criteria. The GSP+ is open only to those countries which are considered to be
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‘vulnerable’\(^{178}\) and the EBA program is accessible for the group of Least Developed Countries (LDCs),\(^ {179}\) which is a World Bank classification as well.

Although an assessment of the current tools to influence the human rights conditions, and more specifically the labour conditions, in countries with which the EU conducts trade is not at the core of this thesis, it is necessary to briefly summarise the heavy criticism that these policies have generally received; this will make it more clear why the current system the EU uses to promote fundamental rights is simply insufficient and thus, why the creation of a mechanism to prohibit certain products from entering the EU is necessary.

First of all, there often is a lack of will to act. As correctly formulated by Nadakavukaren Schefer, ‘the partnership agreements and other bilateral or regional trade relations agreements, (...), can only be used to ensure the protection of human rights if there is the political will to invoke the conditionality clauses’; unsurprisingly, ‘this will is often absent’.\(^ {180}\) Reasons for this absence are often economic, for example the supply of oil or other natural resources. If there would be a complaints mechanism which would be activated after complaints by any of the stakeholders, the absence of political will to act would be irrelevant as there would be an independent system to take action. Furthermore, the author notes that the decision to judge whether the human rights provisions are violated or not lie exclusively with the European Commission, even regarding, for example, several of the ILO Conventions.\(^ {181}\) This makes the danger of an entanglement of interests relevant. A consequence is that a complaints mechanism would have to have a certain degree of independence; it should be activated once any of the stakeholders files a complaint and not just when the EU feels like taking action. This is of course a difficult point, to be discussed more elaborately in chapter 3, since it
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means that the EU would give up a certain degree of independence to act.

Moreover, since there is no legal commitment to make use of a GSP scheme vis-à-vis developing countries, the EU can withdraw the preferences unilaterally. This creates an uncertain economic environment and prevents investors to commit themselves for a long period of time to one of the countries under the GSP scheme. After all, if the EU would withdraw the preferential treatment, this would mean that the advantages of investing in that country could have disappeared. This threat is all the more problematic since it has appeared to be occurring mainly when the developing country was actually benefitting from the preferential access, as a result saw its imports to the EU increase, after which the EU concluded that it might be in competition with EU produced goods.\footnote{Özden and Reinhardt, 2005, p. 2.} This seems to be a more likely incentive to cancel trade preferences than, for example, a violation of human rights.

In one case, the EU did invoke human rights to impose trade sanctions on a country. Since it is of elementary importance whether this was allowed under WTO law, this case will be discussed in detail.

2.3 EU sanctions against Myanmar: WTO proof?

As stated before, the sanctions regime against the government of Myanmar can be seen as a unique case. In the final part of this chapter, several questions will be answered. The first of these questions is why exactly Myanmar was targeted with such severe measures and what exactly those measures constituted. This is necessary since it allows for a more precise definition of when the EU is apparently willing to take more serious action compared to either lifting trade preferences or putting political (soft) pressure on a country. The second and more important question is whether and why the imposed sanctions were allowed under WTO rules. This can lead to an assessment to which kind of sanctions are currently apparently legally enforceable without being in breach of WTO rules. This knowledge will be used in chapter 3 to outline a realistic approach.
towards the creation of an EU mechanism sanctioning those companies which violate labour rights.

It was expected that Myanmar’s richness in natural resources would lead to a rapid economic development after its independence from the British Empire in 1948. Poor economic policies combined with a devastated society in the aftermath of the Second World War prevented this development. As a consequence, the civilian government was overthrown in 1962 and replaced by a repressive military regime, which implemented a centrally planned economic policy. After independence, legislation inherited from the British colonisers had remained intact. This included a Penal Code prohibiting the ‘unlawful compulsion of forced labour’ but also an act which gave Village Heads the power to supply the army and the police with resources, including human, thus making forced labour ‘lawful’.  

Although Myanmar had ratified Convention no. 29 prohibiting the use of forced labour, the military regime refused to amend its legislation. Moreover, after another military regime change in 1988, the refusal to respect the outcome of the 1990 elections and a strong increase of the use of forced labour in its wake, complaints were filed in the ILO against Myanmar. Other accusations of human rights violations include the use of child soldiers, summary executions, torture and rape and violence against ethnic minorities. This list is far from complete, and abuses have been conducted on a large scale and during a long period of time.

Thus, an ILO complaints procedure was started against Myanmar in 1997. The conclusions of the Commission of Inquiry were exceptionally condemning, finding ‘a saga of untold misery and suffering’ and ‘a story of gross denial of human rights’. Theoretically, there were two options for the military rulers of Myanmar: either comply with the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry, or refer its conclusions to the International Case of Justice. The Myanmar regime did neither, resulting in the ILO invoking the previously discussed art. 33 of the ILO constitution in 2000, which allows
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for stronger measures. It is in this context that the EU considered imposing its own sanctions regime.

The EU sanctions regime against Myanmar started before the ILO initiated a procedure under art. 33 of its Constitution. In 1997, the EU decided to suspend Myanmar's access to the GSP, a move which is routinely used to make countries comply with human rights standards. Furthermore, through several EU Council Resolutions adopted between 1996 and 2004, the Union decided to impose an arms embargo against Myanmar, to expulse military personnel, to prohibit members of the regime to obtain visa for any EU country, to stop non-humanitarian development aid and to impose a limited ban on investments.\textsuperscript{187} These measures were as WTO-proof as that they were ineffective. Although military personnel were send out, civil employees were not, so that Myanmar could still maintain its embassies in the EU. The arms embargo was pointless since the regime managed to obtain its weaponry through non-EU countries such as China, India and Russia. There were exemptions regarding the stop on development aid when these concerned projects aimed at human rights protection, which made up the majority anyway. Moreover, the so-called ban on investments included restrictions on some juice companies and a brewery, but excluded among others the state oil company and the state timber company.\textsuperscript{188} Unnecessary to say that these ‘sanctions’ had very little effect, if any at all.

However, this is where it starts getting really interesting. The aforementioned sanctions were not a breach of WTO-rules, or, at least, no complaints were filed against it, which has the same effect. In 2007, the EU found that the then-current sanctions regime was indeed insufficient and implemented a further reaching regime through its 2007 Council Common Position on restrictive measures against Myanmar.\textsuperscript{189} This includes, inter alia,

\begin{footnotesize}
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an extended restriction on exports, now including timber, wood and precious stones and metals. The restrictions also included a prohibition on trade in equipment allowing for the production of these goods. Furthermore, the flaws of the previous sanctions regime as described before were by and large resolved. All in all, at first sight these sanctions were a clear violation of the WTO’s core rules, such as non-discrimination and the MFN clause.

The sanctions of the EU, however, can be fit perfectly within the WTO’s exemption clause. As outlined in chapter 1, article XX(a) of the GATT provides for the imposition of trade restrictions when public morals are under scrutiny. This is only so when these restrictions do not impose a disguised measure of protectionism and when they are necessary for the goal pursued. First of all, public morals have to be defined. A first aspect of the definition concerns the margin of appreciation of WTO members; ‘public morals’ can vary in time and in space and thus WTO members enjoy some freedom in defining what exactly they are according to their own standards. In a previous case on this issue, the WTO Appellate Body broadly defined public morals as ‘standards of right and wrong conduct maintained by or on behalf of a community or nation’, thus articulating this margin of appreciation. Furthermore, it should be possible to see the concept of public morals reflected in national and international legislation, including human rights law. It is not hard to see the appalling human rights abuses by the Myanmar regime as opposing public morals when seen in the context of international customary human rights law.

Secondly, it has to be demonstrated that the trade restriction is necessary. This requirement can be split up into three segments. First of all, the importance of the goal pursued has to be deemed sufficient. Looking at the widespread ratification of human rights treaties, in particular those treaties covering the violations conducted by the regime in Myanmar, it is clear that the goals pursued by the EU sanctions regime are sufficiently important. Secondly, other factors influencing the measures, or influenced
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by the measures, have to be taken into account. The most important of those is the question whether the measure is aimed directly at the goal pursued and, related to that, whether the measure does not have disproportional side effects. As the sanctions of the EU were aimed at those goods which were the most important sources of revenue of the Myanmar regime, this fulfils the second criterion. Finally, alternatives to the measures have to be analysed to see whether the goals pursued cannot be reached in a way which is less harmful for international trade. As trade sanctions are usually, and in the case of the EU definitely, a measure of last resort, possible alternatives had already been exhausted. In this respect, one could think of pressure through the ILO and the UN on Myanmar, as well as several forms of softer trade sanctions imposed by the EU before the 2007 measures.\textsuperscript{193}

Thus, the EU sanctions regime towards Myanmar provides an excellent example of how trade sanctions based on human rights violations can be allowed under currently existing WTO rules. Nevertheless, it is revealing that this is the only case in which the EU has imposed such far-reaching sanctions on another member of the WTO. The human rights violations in Myanmar had an exceptional severe, enduring and encompassing character. Central to this thesis is an approach to confront labour rights abuses in a systematic way, and not on a case-by-case approach which leads to sanctions after a decades-long period of human rights violations. Although it was indispensible to prove that sanctions are possible under WTO rules, next chapter will envisage how the EU can provide for a system of structural and quick protection of labour rights within its trading partners.

\textsuperscript{193} Genser and Howse, 2008, p. 190.
Chapter 3: Practical approaches

In the previous chapters, two general points have been made. In chapter one it has been argued in detail that the EU, despite that as an International Organisation it is not a party to many human rights treaties as a signatory, is still bound by a wide array of international customary human rights law and thus is obliged to protect and respect human rights. Regarding a prohibition on imports of goods produced with forced labour or child labour, it cannot be said that the EU can be held accountable for violations of these rights, yet there is a strong case to hold the EU responsible. In the second chapter, an analysis of the relationship between human rights and international trade in the framework of WTO legislation has led to the conclusion that there is room to utilise the currently existing WTO rules to impose a prohibition of the aforementioned goods to protect public morals and human life. This conviction has been further strengthened by the positive example of sanctions against Myanmar, which was not challenged by the WTO.

Thus, after having established that the EU should and could act to prevent imports produced with forced or child labour, this third and final chapter will examine how this could be done in practice. To do so, two examples will be analysed to outline the possibilities for the EU to formulate legislation itself. The first is an excellent example of what this legislation could look like. In 2006 and 2007, there were several attempts to prohibit the imports of unfairly produced goods into the United States through the Decent Working Conditions and Fair Competition Act (DWCFCA). Although the DWCFCA did not gain sufficient support to become law, the language and the reasoning used in the draft bills give an excellent oversight of how a prohibition could be framed.

The second example is set by the EU itself, albeit in another area. The EU Timber Regulation, which came into effect in March 2013, prohibits the imports of illegally harvested wood. Importantly, it allows the EU to act when the harvest of wood is illegal under legislation of the country of harvest. How did the EU circumvent a prohibition by
the WTO on this legislation? How does the EU control whether wood is harvested legally or illegally? How does the EU cooperate with the countries in which the illegal harvest takes place? Those are all questions which, once answered, can give a valuable insight in the possibilities for EU legislation on imports of unfairly produced goods.

3.1 Decent Working Conditions and Fair Competition Act

The DWCFCA was first introduced in the United States Senate in 2006 and later again in 2007. Both times the draft bill died after it was referred to several Committees of the US Congress. Its contents will be discussed here.

The full and official name of the draft bill, which is worth mentioning as it is more explicit, was ‘H.R. 1992 - To amend the Tariff Act of 1930 to prohibit the import, export, and sale of goods made with sweatshop labor, and for other purposes’. As indicated by this title, the purpose of the bill is to ‘prohibit the import, export, or sale of goods made in factories or workshops that violate core labor standards’ and ‘to prohibit the procurement of sweatshop goods by the United States Government’.

In the draft bill, the following findings were presented. First of all, the introducers found that ‘violations of core labor standards, as defined under the laws of the United States and the International Labor Organization, are widespread in factories that produce goods for sale in the United States’. These violations are found to be ‘morally offensive to the American people both in their roles as consumers and investors’ and ‘degrading to workers forced to labor under sweatshop conditions’. The draft bill therefore recognises the following rights:

- ‘Workers have a right to be free of sweatshop working conditions’.

---
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- ‘Consumers have a right to know that the goods they purchase are not produced in sweatshops’.
- ‘Businesses have a right to be free from competition with companies that use sweatshop labor’.
- ‘Shareholders have a right to know that their investments are not supporting sweatshop labor’.

Looking at this list, it seems that the drafters of the bill have tried to enhance the legitimacy of the bill by making it applicable to a large number of stakeholders. When looking at these rights in the light of the aforementioned article XX on exceptions of WTO rules, it can be argued that the right of workers to be free of sweatshop working conditions can be covered by Art. XX(a) to protect human life. The right of consumers to know that the goods they purchase are not produced in sweatshops and the right of shareholders to know that their investments are not supporting sweatshop labour would rather be covered by Art. XX(b) to protect public morals. The rights of businesses to be free from competition with companies that use sweatshop labour can even be said to appeal to the anti-dumping regulations of the WTO, even though this line of thinking is not likely to be shared by the WTO, as discussed in chapter 2. Yet, the drafters of the bill had built in another security to ensure compliance with WTO rules: 199

‘Prohibiting the sale, manufacture, offer for sale, transportation, and distribution of sweatshop goods, regardless of the source of the goods, is consistent with the international obligations of the United States because the prohibition applies equally to domestic and foreign products and avoids any discrimination among foreign sources of competing products’.

From this it follows that the prohibition of the bill would not constitute a violation of WTO rules as the rule would be applicable to both producers within the United States as well as outside. However, even if a country would file a complaint with the WTO

Appellate Body against the US on charges of discrimination (for example because it is quite evident that for some industries the bill is directed against foreign producers and not against domestic producers), the US could justify the measures based on the WTO Art. XX exemption clause.

Importantly, the draft bill aims not at just making imports and exports of sweatshop products illegal, but also selling those goods. This is important because a mere prohibition on imports and exports would render persecution of a company involved in this imports and exports not feasible as the company might be based outside of the jurisdiction of US courts. The conditions of punishment of companies who would violate the bill have been set out. It is important to analyse these as it may indicate possibilities for the European Union to firstly notice possible violations and secondly to act accordingly. There are two ways which could lead to punishment after an alleged violation of the bill. The first is through the US Congress; the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) shall ‘investigate any complaint received from a worker alleging a violation of this title with respect to a good, ware, article, or merchandise produced by that worker’. It is unclear how exactly the FTC is supposed to receive these complaints. This could mean that any form of complaints signalling labour abuse could lead to investigation. It does not take into account, however, how workers in, say, Asia, who do not possess the means to contact a far-away trade commission, should file their complaints. This is an essential aspect of the approach and therefore will receive additional attention further in the chapter.

The second way leading to investigation and possible punishment is through direct action by stake-holders, or ‘private right of action’. This is an interesting road to explore. In the wording of the bill, ‘a person with standing to sue under subsection (c) may bring a civil action against any seller of goods, wares, articles, or merchandise’ produced with sweatshop labour as defined in the bill. The legal persons entitled to

---


take civil action are competitors to the retailer trading in sweatshop goods, investors in these retailers, employees of these retailers, or labour organisations representing employees involved in the production or selling of sweatshop goods. This direction of taking action would basically leave the initiative to take action to the market. Ironically, and ideally, this would lead to the very opposite of a race to the bottom, as competition between retailers would now include enhancing labour standards in order not to be sued by a competitor. Whether this would happen in reality or whether conglomerates of retailers would rather prefer to protect each other in order to keep production costs low for all is debatable, but it does have the potential of significantly shifting the emphasis of production methods from being the cheapest to avoiding being sued for labour exploitation.

Punishment as set out in the draft bill is a minimum fine of ten thousand Dollars, or the equivalent of the ‘fair market value of the goods, whichever is greater’. Taking into account the enormous amounts of goods yearly being imported from low-labour cost countries, it is obvious that this market value is likely to exceed the minimum fine of ten thousand Dollars. Perhaps far greater could be the damage done to the image of a company standing for a US Court on charges of labour exploitation. One problem which is not addressed by the bill is how to fine a company which is not based in the United States. For legal reasons a state has very few options to force a company which is not based within its jurisdiction to pay a fine. This is related to the problem of accountability in international law that was described in chapter two of the thesis. A simple block on importing the actual product could therefore prove more effective.

One could ask what exactly the purposes of this act have been. More than once, developing countries have expressed their concern over pressure by mainly Western countries to enforce stricter regulation of labour conditions. In the previously

---

mentioned 1996 Singapore Ministerial Declaration, developing countries rejected ‘the use of labour standards for protectionist measures’ and agreed ‘that the comparative advantage of countries, particularly low-wage developing countries, must in no way be put into question’. Since the draft bill explicitly states that ‘it is a deceptive trade practice and a form of unfair competition for a business to sell sweatshop goods’ (p. 3, pp. a(8)), this ‘comparative advantage’ of developing countries is not only ‘put in question’ but explicitly criticised and rejected. It is therefore not unthinkable that the drafting of the bill is partly motivated by pressure from producers based in the United States who tried to eliminate cheap competitors abroad. At the same time, many products which will be targeted by the draft bill are not even produced in the United States. Furthermore, the United States does have a tradition of civil action against sweatshop labour abroad.

The draft bill was eventually rejected. Among the reasons was fear that the transparency of trans-national corporations on their suppliers might decrease, as they would be afraid to be uncovered as companies being involved in the exploitation of labour. Furthermore, there were some ideological differences of opinion on the costs and benefits of liberal trade and globalisation as discussed previously in this thesis. To quickly repeat the arguments; the sponsors of the bill thought that globalisation and free trade had worsened the labour conditions of workers in developing countries as a consequence of the ‘race to the bottom’, while others argued that an open trade regime would eventually lead to better working conditions. As now-president Barack Obama supported the bill when he was still a senator it was expected that the bill would see a re-introduction, but this has hitherto not happened.

The draft bill shows how a prohibition on the imports of child labour and forced labour products could be formulated. That is not to say that it would simply be a matter of
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transforming the text of this bill to a European context. As the bill was never adopted, it cannot be argued that the prohibition is allowed under WTO rules.

3.2 EU Timber Regulation

It is very tricky to compare environmental issues with labour issues in the WTO legal framework. As was explained previously, the 1995 Marrakech Agreement establishing the WTO specifically mentioned environmental protection as a priority whilst being silence about the protection of human life. Yet, the idea behind the EU policy on the imports of illegally logged timber is similar to my proposal to prohibit the imports of child labour products and forced labour products. The most important aspect of the 2010 EU Timber Regulation is that ‘the placing on the market of illegally harvested timber or timber products derived from such timber shall be prohibited’.206 This is an important aspect of the regulation; since it is ‘simply a provision to make timber produced illegally (overseas or at home) also illegal in the home country’ it should ‘not raise any WTO issues’.207 Traders in timber are required to be able to identify the operators or traders from whom they have purchased the timber208 and to provide detailed information on the country of harvest, the quantities, the supply chain and proof that the timber has been harvested in accordance with local legislation.209 Without this type of legislation, there is nothing to prevent timber logged illegally in country A to be put on the market of country B. This is exactly what has been argued in this thesis as one of the undesired aspects of current trade between the EU and countries which do not respect labour laws. Goods produced under illegal labour conditions should therefore be illegal on the domestic market, too, to avoid claims of discrimination.

Unfortunately, it is not just that simple. A big difference is of course that environmental
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protection is specifically mentioned in WTO Article XX as an valid incentive for exceptions whereas respect for labour rights (in fact specifically, too) is not. The same goes for the aforementioned Marrakesh Agreement. Read in conjunction with WTO law, it is therefore more difficult to make a distinction between a t-shirt made with sweatshop labour and one that is not than that it is to make a distinction between an illegally logged tree and one that has been harvested according to the laws of the country of logging. Yet, even though many low labour cost countries emphasise that the conditions under which a product is made should not be questioned, they have to adhere to legal obligations flowing from treaties on human rights and labour rights they have signed. It is therefore futile to hide behind the argument that labour rights are not covered by WTO exception clauses and therefore not a valid argument for trade restrictions; every member state of the ILO has to respect, protect and fulfil the 1998 ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. Since almost all UN members are member of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, ‘measures aiming at banning importation of products made using exploitative child labour would not involve a change in the official policy of other contracting parties’.\textsuperscript{210} The important consequence is that a prohibition on products made with child labour and forced labour would therefore not put any obligations on the EU’s trading partner which were binding on them already anyway. It is therefore impossible that the WTO would find a violation of GATT rules.

A very complicated problem that had to be solved to effectively ensure that only legally logged timber would enter the European market is relevant for this thesis as well. How was to be determined whether timber was logged legally or not? This question is difficult to answer both from a practical as well as from a legal point of view. Practical because, as is pointed out by Brack, ‘exporting and importing companies may not be aware that they are handling illegal products – and, even if they are, standard shipping documentation is often easy to falsify’.\textsuperscript{211} In a globalised world of non-transparent supply chains, how is one to prove that a product is legal or not? How does the EU
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control that?

There are legal complexities too because the requirement of proving legality of the timber is a potential cause for violation of WTO regulations.\textsuperscript{212} As a prohibition of unequal treatment is a fundamental WTO principle, the EU would have to require that either all manufacturers are required to prove the legality of their products or none of them at all. So, first of all, to ensure equal treatment, all exporters to the EU would have to be required to prove compliance with labour standards, and not just the countries in which problems with labour standards are the most apparent. Secondly, to avoid discrimination, the requirement of proof of legality would have to be applicable equally to domestic and to foreign producers.

Both problems have been attempted to be solved with a dualistic solution: the 2005 EU Action Plan for Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT) combined with the aforementioned 2010 EU Timber Regulation. The latter prohibits the placement of illegally harvested products on the European market. The former aims at signing bilateral voluntary partnership agreements (VPAs) with countries that are most vulnerable to illegal logging.\textsuperscript{213} It is very important to fully understand the concept here. The EU Timber Regulation prohibits illegal timber, based on legislation in the exporting country, on the European market but does not require exporting countries to prove the origins of the timber and is therefore not in conflict with WTO rules. FLEGT aims at signing VPAs which prohibit exports of unlicensed timber to the EU: ‘Imports into the Community of timber products exported from partner countries shall be prohibited unless the shipment is covered by a FLEGT licence’.\textsuperscript{214} As they are not enforced on the exporting country but voluntarily signed, they, neither, are in conflict with WTO rules.
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The task of proving that FLEGT licensed timber is factually legal is thus delegated to the country with which the EU has signed the VPA.\(^{215}\) This has two main consequences. The first is that the EU is not burdened with controlling the origins of timber. This is a major practical advantage. It is a safe assertion that controlling this would be a very difficult, time consuming, costly and bureaucratic endeavour for the EU. The second is that the system is susceptible to fraud and the EU would have no direct control on confronting this. As part of the VPAs, ‘partner countries develop control systems to verify the legality of their timber exports to the EU’ and ‘the EU provides support to establish or improve these control systems’.\(^{216}\) As the EU Timber Regulation only became effective in March 2013, it has to be seen whether this is sufficient to guarantee legality or not. With regards to prohibiting products manufactured with either child labour or forced labour however, some doubt is justified. The system put in place by the EU begs for the question why countries which currently are either unwilling or unable to assure that their export products are child labour and forced labour free, will or can do so once they signed an agreement on licensing those same products. If, indeed, they would be willing to sign such an agreement at all.

\(^{215}\) As of now, countries which have either signed a VPA or are involved in the process of doing so are Cameroon, Central African Republic, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of Congo, Gabon, Ghana, Guyana, Honduras, Indonesia, Liberia, Malaysia, Republic of Congo (Brazzaville), Thailand and Vietnam. See [http://www.euflegt.efi.int/portal/home/vpa_countries/](http://www.euflegt.efi.int/portal/home/vpa_countries/) , accessed on 24-06-13.

Conclusions

The main question of this thesis was whether a European Union prohibition on imports of products made with child labour or forced labour is feasible. The reason why this question is relevant is because as for now, there are no enforceable legal obligations on companies importing those goods to stop doing so. In their quest for cheaper production methods, lowering labour standards is among the most apparent, and simultaneously can have the most disturbing consequences on the workers involved. The issue had to be analysed from two main perspectives; the legal perspective and the political perspective.

It has been demonstrated that the EU does have a responsibility on preventing that goods produced for its market are made with child labour or forced labour. Although the EU is not a party to many human rights treaties itself, there is no dispute that non-state actors, which the EU despite possessing some characteristics of a State still is, do have human rights obligations under international law. The fact that the EU has been endowed with a legal personality means that it bears responsibility to respect human rights law. As a consequence the EU cannot hide behind the argument that it is dependent on its Member States; as external trade policy is an exclusive competence of the Union, the EU is responsible for the rules regulating it.

Since the EU is not a party to many international human rights treaties, the applicable body of human rights law has to be derived from customary international law and the legislation of the EU itself. Among others, the 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the 1998 ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work provide a body of legal obligations on both child labour and forced labour which are so widely ratified that there is not much doubt that they constitute customary international law. The entry into force in 2009 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, which reiterates many of those rights and often reinforces them, only makes the normative obligations of the EU on this matter stronger.
Under current thought on international law it cannot be argued that the EU has the positive obligation to protect human rights outside its jurisdiction by actively interfering with the policies of its trading partners. However a case can be made that it does have the negative obligation to respect human rights within the jurisdiction of its trading partners. Although the EU does not directly violate those rights itself, it does encourage violations by allowing companies to import goods produced with child labour and forced labour to the Union. Furthermore it can be said that the EU has a positive obligation to undertake action to put a halt to those imports to protect public morals within the EU.

The framework within which to do so is that of the World Trade Organization, which regulates almost all international trade. Although until recently a strict separation existed between trade law and labour rights, the areas have come closer to each other, mainly due to the efforts of the International Labour Organization. Although a social clause never became an incorporated part of WTO legislation, the two organisations intensified their cooperation, leading to a stronger acknowledgement by the WTO that labour rights are affected by international trade and that therefore they could be addressed as such. This could happen within currently existing trade law. The 1947 GATT agreements on international trade leave open the possibility to restrict trade to protect public morals and human life. Practically, it has to be demonstrated that a prohibition on imports of unfairly produced goods is necessary to protect either public morals or human life. It can be strongly argued that public morals in the EU include a rejection of the usage of child labour and forced labour. Furthermore it has been argued that both child labour and forced labour may invoke GATT article XX(b) to protect human life. Import prohibitions on unfairly produced goods are not beforehand excluded from these measures and may be legal within the WTO framework. This has been demonstrated by the case of Myanmar.

The most important question to be answered is whether the prohibition is necessary to achieve the goal pursued. It has to be sufficiently important, other factors influenced by
the measures have to be taken into account and all other alternatives have to be exhausted. There is no question that an attempt to prevent products made with child labour or forced labour from entering the EU is sufficiently important. This is demonstrated by the legislation within the EU aimed at preventing these practices. It can be safely said that there is a wide consensus, in particular within the EU, that child labour and forced labour are harmful. Furthermore EU citizens have the right to know that products they purchase are not made with unfair labour. Similarly there are arguments to contend that there are no real alternatives. The problems of child labour and forced labour are widespread and evidently, the attempts of the EU thus far have not solved these problems. On the contrary, trading practices of the EU, which normatively condemns child labour and forced labour, but in practice stimulates it by importing the products concerned, have rather helped to keep the problems intact. Other factors influenced by the measures are important. Particularly concerning child labour the question whether the children involved are helped when they lose their income altogether is justified. Any measure would therefore have to be combined with additional measures regarding particularly, but not exclusively, education.

Two practical examples have suggested directions in which the EU could look to formulate a prohibition on the imports of unfair products. The US draft Decent Working Conditions and Fair Competition Act has shown that a prohibition on sweatshop goods is a realistic option. Analysis of the contents of the draft bill revealed that a prohibition is not necessarily contrary to WTO regulations, although certainty on this question can only be acquired after the WTO adjudicates the bill. Since there was insufficient political support for the draft bill, it never became law. The EU FLEGT Action Plan and the EU Timber Regulation on the contrary did become law. The action plan prohibits illegal timber from entering the EU with a dualistic approach; a general prohibition on placing illegal timber on the European market combined with voluntary agreements with timber exporting countries to require prove that the timber they export has been logged in a legal way. A similar approach could be used to prohibit unfair goods.

Generally, what the EU should do to prevent imports of unfairly produced goods is to
make them illegal on the European market. As long as the circumstances under which those goods are produced are illegal in the exporting country too, there should be no problems with WTO regulations. It has been demonstrated that child labour and forced labour are near-universally prohibited due to wide ratification of relevant treaties as well as membership of the ILO. A similar system as with the FLEGT mechanism could be implemented; the requirement that goods are proven child labour and forced labour free. A complaints mechanism which makes use of the technological possibilities of mobile phones, social media and internet in general could serve to signal potential violations.

There are several constraints which need to be addressed adequately. The most important and most comprehensive of these is practical. It is probably not feasible to just implement a prohibition on the imports of the general category of unfair goods, although that is exactly what was aimed at with the DWCFCA. More likely is that it is necessary to address every single product group separately. Consequentially, before legislation could be endorsed, there needs to be detailed information on which product groups are most vulnerable to involving labour exploitation. On every product group, the EU would have to implement separate legislation on prohibiting the illegal product on the European market. On every product group, the EU would have to negotiate agreements with the major exporting countries to require them to prove legality. Even if this would succeed, controlling whether licensed products are actually legal could turn out to be very difficult. The bureaucracy involved in implementing the measures would be enormous.

Related to this, but also a constraint in itself, can be the lack of political will to act. There are multiple reasons why political will would be absent. The first is as a consequence of the bureaucracy involved with implementing a prohibition. The second could be the result of differing opinions on the consequences of free trade, similarly to the debates on the US DWCFCA. Thirdly, even though the results of this approach turned out to be insufficient in the past decades, European politicians might want to stick to soft power by incorporating labour rights obligations in trade agreements.
Fourthly, lobbying by major European companies, which are not keen on the costs related to protecting labour conditions combined with the costs of proving that they did so, may constitute a strong force against a prohibition.

However, normatively the EU does have a responsibility to prevent unfairly produced goods from entering the EU. Legally, there are sufficient reasons to assume that this import barrier is feasible.
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